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of Bull Run. Though returning home thus early •

and liis'handful of men for rebelling against the
And still, what is this feeling of be ture;” and so gave it a rest. It is related, government.
ojr anybody in order to shake off the nomenon. In such moments the mind
Now, had the old man been living in the contest, many members of the band re
among other experiences, that on a certain 4t-h
ing haunted ? Why does it persist in of July, when the band was fulfilling an engage he would have been on the side of the govern entered the service of the government and serv
operates very rapidly.
weight of one’s own fancies.
I had had an hallucination—that was this way ? His feet were quite close ment and while marching in the parade, the ment, while they were the party in rebellion. ed in various ways during the war. And now,
I felt lonesome. Never before did
leader not overburdened with experience in We returned to the camp well satisfied with the can we realize it—25 years have rolled around—
an
incontestable fact. Now my mind to the fire.
You ask me why I am going to my dwelling seem to me so empty. An
ramble. An order was issued to put all 25 winters cast their snows and frosts upon us,
He haunted- me ;—it is madness, but such things, gave out to be played “ The Star day's
marry ?
Spangled Banner.” Now it would not take the the Pennsylvania Reserves in one division under and we spared to meet in social converse and
infinite and heart sickening solitude had all the time remained clear, per
I can scarcely dare to confess to you surrounded me. What was I to do ? forming its functions regularly and t is so. Who is he ? I know perfect average amateur musician long to see that this General McCall, and when our command neared talk of thè time once so familiar and stirring.
But what changes do we see and how are we
the strange apd inconceivable reason I sat down. Then a nervous impa logically. There was consequently no ly well that He does not exist—that it would require some fine stepping, and so the Washington, as we marched through Maryland, scattered, each to a different location ?
we
left
the
command
of
Banks
and
joined
our
members,
6ome
at
1
eastprotested,
and
thus,
(if
is nothing whatever 1 He only exists
which urges me to this insane course.
Our much esteemed Band Master, Professor
tience seemed to pass into my legs. I real affection of the brain. The eyes
the writer has the right end of the story,) the own division. The position of our regiment was
I am going to marry in order not to got up and began to walk again. Per alone had been deluded and had delud in my apprehension., in my fear, in my gentlemen in the cocked hats had the honor of in the First Brigade, composed of the First, Pettee, now residing in Cleveland, Ohio, has a
anguish 1 There 1 that’s enough 1
Fifth, Eighth and Second Regiments, under ¿reputation for music for band and orchestra sec
marching to this patriotic tune.
be alone.
haps I was also a little feverish ; for ed my imagination. The eyes had a
ond to none in the country. We can testify that
Yes,
but
it
is
no
use
for
me
to
reason
There aie many facts, of interest, connected General Reynolds, the lamented hero of the first
I do not know how to tell it—how to my hands clasped behind my back as vision—one of those visions that make
day's fight at Gettysburg. Early in the fall our a more efficient musician never entered the ser
with
myself
about
it—no
use
to
try
with,
the
Union
Brass
Band
which
we
must
pass
make myself understood. You will one’s hands often arc when one walks simple-minded folks believe miracles.
vice of the United States.
over, and many more we are compelled to omit, entire division crossed the Potomac at Chain
C W BTodd, the faithful leader, never known
pity me and you will despise me when about leisurely—seemed to burn one It was simply a nervous accident to the brace up against • it—I can’t remain because the records have been lost qi* destroyed. Bridge into Virginia, and encamped for the win
you know in what a wretched state of another where they touched, and I optical apparatus, nothing more"; per alone at home any more, .because He is The writer has done the best lie could under ter at Langley, a place on the pike leading to to miss a call to duty or to “grub,” now resides
there-! I know I won’t see him any these circumstances and is under many obliga Draiincsville. It was at the latter place, in De in Pottstown, and is an enterprising agent for
mind I am.
noticed it. Then a sudden cold shud haps there was a slight congestion.
cember, '61, where the Third Brigade of our Di machinery.
And I lighted my candle. As I bent more ; he won’t show himself again— tions to Davis Longaker for important aid given vision, then under General Ord, met a body of
I do not want to he alone anymore— der ran down my back. I thought that
M II Fox, peace to his ashes, for some years a
him.
The
band
con'inucd
in
ac
tive
operation
at night. I wapt to feel smne being the fohtside dampness? was entering the down over the fire I found myself trem that’s past. But he is there all the and filled all engagements up to the tune of en Confederate troops and as they stood and made teacher of bands and a good performer, as all
near me, close to pie—a being that can* room ; and the idea occurred to me bling, and I drew myself up again with same in my thought. Because he re tering upon military service, a brief account of a show of fighting, they were defeated and driv can testify, contracted a disease of the nervous
en off by General Ord, the battery of the Third system, which affected his mind, so that he died
speak, say something, no matter what. that it would be well to light a fire. I a sudden start, as if some one had mains invisible it does not follow that which 1 will now try to give.
Brigade making fearful havoc among them. Our at the Asylum at Norristown.
he is not there 1 He is behind the doors,
According to army regulations, at the break Brigade, the First* was hurried up as a support,
‘ I want to be able to rouse that being lit i t ; it was the first of the year. And touched me from behind.
C Wagner, known as “ Si,” the man who could
Certainly my nerves were out of or and in the armoir and under the bed— ing, put of the war of the rebellion in 1861, each but arrived on the scene just as the enemy had rattle off reels with one hand and riot half try,
from sleep—to be able to ask that being I sat down once more, watching the
n all the dark corners, in all the shad Regiment was allowed a Band, if it so desired or fled. This was our first sight of bloodshed. A is still flourishing in a distant part of the States.
any question suddenly—even a stupid flame. But soon the impossibility of der.
could secure one. Thus it happened that there
George D Zollers, who wrestled hard with the
I walked to and fro for a little while ; ows. If I stir the door upon its hinges, were so many during the first days of the war. fearful sceneit was. I will not describe it. Our B flat cornet, the jolly, joking young soldier
question, so that I can feel my dwelling remaining quiet- in any one position
duty at sueh times being to assist the surgeons
if
I
open
my
armoir,
if
I
lower
my
light
This is still the rule in the Regular Army. But in caring for the wounded, nearly all. of whom from Skippack, is now living at 3VIt. Carroll,
is inhabited—sq jb a t I can know that a forced me to get up again ; and I felt I talked aloud to myself, I hummed a
to look under the bed, if I throw the with such an immense array , as was at that time were Confederates, »ve at once entered upon it. Illinois, a Bishop of the Dunker Church.
mind is awake, that a reasoning power that I would have to go out somewhere few airs.
in service, it became necessary to reduce all ex
C F Riley, the jovial, social son of Vulcan •
Then I double-locked the door of my light upon the corners, upon the shad penses as miich as possible, and so in the volun All that could be moved were put in ambulances
is at work—so that, if I suddenly light to stir myself, to find a friend. **
and sent back to our camp hospitals. The whole who was always ready to lend a helping hand,has
ows—he
is
not
there
;
but
then
I
feel
room ; and I began to feel somewhat
my candle I can see human face beside,
teer service in the second year of the war, the force moved back that night.
emigrated to the State of New Jersey and lives
I went out. £ irst I visited the
reassured. At all events nobody could him behind me 1 I turn round, certain Regimental Band was discontinued, and only a
me_because—(how I can I dare avow'
in a cottage by the sea at Atlantic City. His
The
remainder
of
the
winter
was
occupied
in
houses of three different friends—no
all the while I am not going to see him, Brigade Band allowed. The duties of a Regi the monotonous duties of camp life, which con brother Samuel, upon whom the government has
my shame 1)—because I am afraid when*
get in.
mental Band were to attend guard mounting
one of whom was at home ; then I
Again I sat down ; and for a long that I will not even see him again.' He and dress parade, enliven the camp with fre sisted of playing daily at guard, mounting in the conferred a pension, resides at the same place.
I am by myself.
G M Bare, the quiet but earnest member,
went to the boulevard, resolved to find
time I thought over my adventure. is behind me still,"for all that 1
Oh 1 you do not yet comprehend mel
quent concerts in the evening or upon other morning and at dress parade in the evening, with whose smiling face always made you feel he was
some acquaintance or other.
a
daily
rehearsal
when
the
weather
permitted.
It is stupid—but it is atrocious 1 suitable occasions, and in time of action in bat
I am not afraid of any danger. If a
yóur friend, is prospering and has for some years
Then I went to bed, and blew out my
spring came we broke camp and left our
It
was
dismal
^everywhere.
The
wet
What
would you have me do ? I can tle to assist in caring for the wounded. The When
resided in Bridgeport. "
man were to come in I would kill him*
light.
comfortable
quarters
to
see
them
no
more.
For
latter work often brought them under fire and
Il V Johnson, whom the boys called “ Hoph”
the
march,
each
soldier
was
given
an
oilcloth
or
without a shudder. I have no fear o f sidewalks ’were shining. A watery p F o r a few moments everything seem nothing 1
led them in places of danger.
for short—well, he could ' play tenor, and . took
lukewarmness-^one
of
those
lukewarm
But if there was two of ns together
ghosts; I do not believe in the super-»
ed all right. I remained lying quietly
The following is the. roll oi the Band as it left gum blanket, and with this he was expected to much interest in his instrument, shining it up,
protect himself from the elements. The army
natural. I am not afraid of the dead ; nesses which nevertheless chill you on my back. Then I felt an irresista- at home, then, I feel—yes, I am per Perkiomen Bridge for military service :—W. E. of the Potomac lay encamped on the Virginia &c.--he still answers to roll call in this vicinity.
M.
Pettee,
Band
Master
;
C
W
B
Todd,
Leader
;
srith
sudden
stivers—-the
weighty
luke
D Longaker, the member with a business tal
I believe in the total annihilation of
ble desire to take a look at my room ; fectly sure—that he would not be there
hills stretching from Alexandria to the Potomac,
any more. For he is there because I M H Fox and C Wagner, E flat cornets ; W H above Washington, a distance of 15 miles. We ent, the man that the band could not do without,
every human being that passes away !" warmness of impalpable rain—seemed and I turned over on my side.
Snyder, B flat comet ; (C F Riley and G M Bare,
the solid man, the man of weight among his
My fire held only two or three red am' alone—and for no other reason than altos ; H V Johnson and D Longaker, tenors ; lay oh the extreme right. When the army mov comrades, (when he went for a tenor note it had
Then!—yes. Then I—well! I am" to bear down over the whole street,
S M Todd, baritone ; C Conway and B Martin, ed out toward the enemy at Manasses the Con to come down, and you could not fail to hear it)
of m yself! I am afraid of being afraid and to make the gas jets burn wearily embers, which barely lighted the legs because I am alone.
bass ; W Weand, bass drum ; T L Yanderslice, federates had disappeared. To Alexandria we well, he is an enterprising hotel keeper afcLansand
dim.
G
uy
D
e
M
aupassant
of the chair ; and I thought I saw the
_afraid of the mental spasms that are
cymbals ; D Oberholtzer and W II F Pettee, marched, and it tested our strength very much. dale and one of the leading citizens there.
I walked along sluggishly, saying man sitting there again.
driving me mad,—afraid of the horrible
small drum. Of these, W Weand and B. Martin While here we saw a relic of the days before the
S M Todd, the one member who was óf an ar
over and over again to m yself: “ I
sense of incomprehensible terror.
I struck a match quickly. But I had H istory of Union B rass B and of left the service at Harper's Ferry, before the war and of which I had often read—the famous tistic turn of mind, that sketched our camp and
Alexandria
slave
pen.
It
stood
in
the
outsKirts
Band was formally mustered into the U. S.
Evansburg and of Regim ental
many other scenes during his leisure, who han
Laugh if you please I I t is hideous won’t find anybody to talk to.”
been mistaken ; I could see nothing 1
service. Some time afterwards the band roll of the town, a high brick wall enclosure, with dled the baritone with great skill—they call him
Several
times
I
looked
into
all
the
B
and
of
Second
Regim
ent
Nevertheless I got up, took the chair,
it is incurable. I am afraid of the
quarters
around
on
the
inside
for
the
slaves.
was recruited by adding the names of Geo D
Doctor now. He has for some years been, an M
Pa. Reserve Corps.
walls, of the furniture, of familiar ob cafes between La Madeleine and the and placed it out of sight beyond my
Zollers, B flat cornet ; S S Auge, baritone ; S The side facing the street was a house occupied D, and is prominent in his profession at BoyerW Riley, bass ; Ferdinand Bare and Thomas by the proprietor. Once this was a lively place, town, where he now resides.
jects which seem to me to become ani Faubourg Poissonniere. Only misera bed.
Ilartman,
bass drum. The latter was an en at least as a slave market, for they were col
AS
W
R
IT
T
E
N
AND
READ
BY
W
M
.
H
.
SNY
D
ER.
ble
looking
people,
who
did
not
seem
S S Auge, the first man of the band to retire
Then I made everything dark again,
mated with a sort of animal life. Above
listed
man
from the Regiment, and continued lected here from Baltimore, Washington, and from business, and the first musician so far. as
all I am afraid of the horrible confusion to have even vim enough to finish what and tried to go to sleep. I could not
points along the borders of Maryland and sold
known in history who was ever able so to do, ,
During the winter of 1855 a number of young with the band to the end of its service. Samuel
of my mind, the confusion of my rea they had ordered, were sitting at the have sunk into unconsciousness for men met at Perkiomen Bridge to talk about or- Riley and F Bare were discharged on account of to planters and dealers who came from the Gulf who now lives in his own house and. it is not a
States.
Now,
all
was
quiet
and
deserted,
the
more than five minutes, when I saw in ganizingna'Brass Band. - After several meetings failing health.
son which goes from me, all befogged, tables..
“ little” one either ; faithful and true was he,
Having given the organization and roll of the doors and windows stood wide open, no more to and always in his place when duty called.
I wandered about in this way for a a dream, and as distinctly as reality it and consultations, it resulted in an organization
dissipated by some mysterious and mclose
upon
a
slave.
Over
the
door
as
we,
passed,
C Conway, always close to his big horn, who
long time ; and about midnight I took self, the whole incident of that evening. known as the Union Brass Band, which held hand, we will now take up its entry into the I read the name and business of the late firm,
. explicable anguish.
army and note some events of its history for a
never
sighed like some players for plenty of bass
its
meetings
in
the
public
school
house
at
Evans
Price & Birch, dealers in slaves—appropriate :
First I leel a vague disquiet that my way home. I was quite calm, but I woke up in terror, and after making burg, that being the nearest available place. short time.
solos, bpt when they did come he was there and
names,
thought
I,
to
be
linked
to
such
a
busi
Soon after the firing of Fort Sumpter, when
passes into my mind and makes all my very tired. My concierge, who always a light, sat up in bed without daring to Tne first meeting ior practice was held about
we all knew it ; a man of quiet ways, who
ness. A few days at Alexandria, and we took
goes to bed before 11 o’clock, opened try to go to sleep again.
April, 1855, the band being under the instruc the quota of Penna. had been filled, and it was the carsfor Manassas Junction, on a wet and in meant what he said and always kept his word.
flesh creep.
seen that the war was likely to last more than
Sleep, notwithstanding, twice seized tion of Prof. Wm. R. Bayley, of Philadelphia. 90 days as some had supposed, Governor Cuitin, clement day in the beginning of April, 1862. Col He is also of this community.
I look around me. Nothing ! And the door for me at onc5, contrary to
T Hartman, the man who toiled with the big
Their first piece was a patriotic air, whose in
his
usual
habit
;
and
1
thought
to
my
upon me for a few moments, in spite of spiring melody nerved our fathers in the days of called for 15,000 men for 3 years- These troops, McCandless, then in command of the regiment, drum, was taken prisoner at Charles City cross
1 feel a need of something. Of what?
with one or two of us from the band, rode on the
Of something incomprehensible. Then self : “Hello ! some other lodger must myself.
roads, hut soon exchanged, returned to duty, re
the revolution, and as subsequent history prov the first to enlist for 3 years, to be a reserved
engine. Col Mann, our former commander, mained with his company when the band was
force
for
the
State,
were
soon
after
called
into
have
just
gone
up
stairs.”
ed,
was
not
altogether
lost
upon
the
Union
Band
I become afraid, simply because I can
Twice I saw the same thing. I
faithful
and
true
and
honored
by
every
man
in
•that met in Evansburg. They were a band of the U S service, and to the end of the war were the regiment, had some time before bade us mustered out, and has not been heard of. since.
Whenever I go out I always double- thought I had actually gone mad 1
not comprehend my own fear.
T L Vanderslice, whose exquisite touch could
ambitious young musicians. One lesson sufficed known as the Penna. Reserves. This band offer
I speak ! I am frightened by my lock my door. This time I found it
When daylight appeared I felt com to learn the scale, and soon the quiet and peace ed its services, was accepted and assigned a adieu to look after public interests in Philadel make the Turkish cymbal thrill you with delight,
Once, on the route, when steam and fuel though delicate in health at first, came home re
own voice. I walk 1—then I am fright simply pulled to ; and the fact im pletely cured, and I took a peaceful ful village of Evansburg was aroused by the place, by which it became the Regimental Band phia.
got low we stopped and cut fence rails to fire up newed in health and vigor,, returning to martial
of
the
2d
Penna
Reserves
commanded
by
Col
pressed
me.
I
thought
that
perhaps
stirring
melody
of
Yankee
Doodle.
Following
ened by the Unknown which is behind
sleep until mid-day.
W B Mann. None of us I know will ever forget the engine. Arrived at the Junction, in a big duties served in important positions in the navy,
the door, or behind the curtain, or in some letters might have been brought
I t had passed—entirely passed. I this came the plaintive air of Auld Lang Syne. the morning of July 15,1861, when we were all snow storm in the evening and tooK shelter for is now an attorney at law, practicing in the
Then another patriotic air, The Red, White and
side the armoir, or under the bed. And up stairs during the evening.
had had a fever, a nightmare, or some Blue. Thus they reached No. 3, and like most aboard the stage that was to convey us to Nor the night in comfortable log huts, occupied by courts of Philadelphia.
I went in. My fire was still burn thing of that sort. Anyhow I had been young bands, thought they had a good stock of ristown, that Judge Longaker, holding the door the Confederates a short time before. While en
13 Oberholtzer, a disciple of St Crispin, had
nevertheless I know perfectly well
camped in this vicinity a few of the band one
there is really nothing in any of those ing, even brightly enough to light .up sick. Nevertheless I thought myself music on hand. Feeling thus great confidence open, addressed us with some parting words. day visited the scene of the first Bull Run battle laid aside the drum sticks and continued to peg
away in the City of Penn, and though not a
in themselves, the villagers were treated to a Like a father to us all, his own son among us,
the apartment. I took the candle in very much of a fool.
field. We noted all the points of interest, the bishop as one of his former comrades, still he
places.
serenade, and with elastic step and high hopes his bosom heaved and the tear drops fell as he
I turn round suddenly because l am order to kindle it at the grate, when,
That day I was quite jolly. I dined ior the future they marched the village round to thought of the scene to which we were hasten place where Col Cameron fell, where the Rhode has a care for the Soles of men.
battery was charged upon, the piite down
W H F Pettee, the youth of the party was fair
afraid of what is behind me—although as I looked right bfefore me, I saw some at the cabaret, went to the theatre and the well kept time of the men who presided over ing. But, true patriot as he was, when he Island
which the army retreated, and the famous stone to look upon, a first-class drummer, who with
thought
of
his
country
in
peril
he
said
tous
“go,
the
big
drum.
No.
4
on
the
list
was
a
tune
one
sitting
in
my
easy
chair,
with
his
there is really nothing behind me, and
then started for home. But lo 1 as
bridge
that
caused
so
much
confusion,
the
shal
back turned to me—apparently warm drew near my house, a strange sense of much sung in those days, whose music* was as boys, and do your duty, though we may see low graves, in many places, where, even then his brother and the writer, occupied the same
although I know it.
tent during our winter encampment at old
expressive as its words, so that when you heard your faces no more.” Who was there among
I become nervous ; I feel the scare ing his feet at the fire.
uneasiness took possession of me. I it, you readily imagined that the little horns, us that did not feel cheered by the blessing he (less than a year after,) the bones of many pro “CampPierpont,” he now resides at Middlebon,
truded
through
the
scanty
earth
that
covered
I was not startled at all—no ! not was afraid of seeing him again. Him
Massachusetts, where he superintends important
the big horns, the tinkling cymbal and even the invoked upon us ? With many of our friends
growing upon me ; and I lock myself
around, waving us good bye, the door them. All this we saw and returned to camp, manufacturing interests.
the
least
in
the
world
!
A
very
natural
into my room, and I hurry myself into
Not afraid of him precisely—not afraid drums seemed to shout at you in the closing standing
musing
on
the
rude
hand
of
war
that
caused
the
This completes our roll of members. But the
Old Dog Tray.” No. 5 followed—of closed, the driver cracked his whip and off we
soil of the “ Mother of Presidents” to drink the historian cannot close without expressing the
my bed, and I hide myself in my bed supposition occurred to me—namely, of his presence, in which I do not be notes—“
patriotic memory also—“Hail Columbia ! Hap started over the high stone arches that spanned
that this reunion may be one of pleasure
clothes ; and covering there, gathering that one of my friends had come to lievp ; but afraid of another optical py Land !” With these five tunes on July 4th, the peaceful Perkiomen, the band meanwhile blood of brothers and citizens of our common wish
and profit to us all ; and also to hope that He
myself up like a ball, I shut my eyes in pay me a visit. The concierge, to trouble, afraid of the hallucination 1855, three months after organizing this band, çheering themselves by playing thé inspiring country, who had now become enemies.
who has favored this land above others, and
From the vicinity of Manassas a series of
our lives thus far, may long permit you
desperation and thus remain for a whom I had given instructions when I afraid of the fear which would come of 31 years ago, performed a t . the commence strains of “the Girl I left behind me.” The movements and marches followed until we found spared
to look upon a prosperous, happy, and united
regiment
we
were
to
join
lay
encamped
at
Eas
ment
of
Pennsylvania
Female
College,
to
the
en
country.
seemingly infinite length of time, op went out, had naturally told the visitor upon me.
tire satisfaction of the President of that institu ton. We reached there in the evening, going by. ourselves on the north bank of the Rappahan
pressed by the thought that my candle that I would soon be back, and had
For more than an hour I kept walk tion.
way of Philadelphia. On our way up the North nock, near its source, and opposite the city of
T h e Science of Silence.
The first twelve members were S. R. Shupe, Penna R R, we met Colonel Mann, who was glad Fredericksburg. All the bridges here had been
is still burning on the little table beside lent his own key'. And then all the ing up and down the sidewalk ; then
burned,
and
steamboats
too,
the
remains
of
tosee
us
upon
this,
as
also
upon
many
other
oc
leader,
William
Todd
and
John
Gotwals,
Eb
the bed, and that I should really blow other incidents of my return flashed at last I decided that this was absolute
He who had learned the science of
His favorite air was a tune called which were visible. We crossed the river on
through my mind in a second—the folly and I went in. I panted so much cornet; Joseph Landis and Jacob Trucksess, casions.
it out, and I dare not !
Bb cornet; C. F. Riley and Joseph H. Wolfe, “Larry O'Gaff,” which on many occasions he al pontoons and occupied the place for a short silence may hide ignorance and even
Is it not frightful to be in such a opening of the door at once—my own that I could scarcely climb the stairs Alto ; J. W. Everhart, and I I . H. Robinson, ways called for when he wanted music. While time. We were now in the command of General acquire a reputation for knowledge and
door simply pulled to, etc.
condition ?
I stood fully ten minutes more on the tenor ; R. Landis and J. M. Allebach, bass, and at Easton the battle of Bull Run was fought, McDowell. It was while encamped here at wisdom. A story is told of the painter
and as a consequence of its result a demand for Fredericksburg that our whole force was col
My
friend,
whose
hair
alone
I
could
There was a time when I never felt
landing in front of my room :; then D. Longaeker, drum. To these were soon after more troops was made so our regiment was lected together on one occasion to be reviewed Zeuxis, how he reproved a certain high
priest of Great Diana of the Ephesians,
ward
added
S.
M.
Todd,
baritone
;
C.
B.
Todd,
this way. I used to go home feeling see over the back of the chair, had evi suddenly I felt a rusli of courage
trum pet; I. Weber, cymbal ; G. D. Trucksess, sent to Harrisburg for equipment and from by President Lincoln. I can see them yet as who discoursed of pictures in the art
perfectly calm. I went out and came dently dropped asleep while waiting bracing-up of will. I plunged my key small drum. These were the original 16. The thence hurried toward the active scenes of army they rode down the line, General McDowell in ist’s studio with so reckless an auda
in without anything to trouble the for my return, and I proceeded to wake in the kep hole ; I rushed forward with first leader, S. R. Shupe, served about a year life. By the Northern Central R R we were full uniform, making a fine appearance, and the city of ignorance that the very lads
President in citizen's dress, with pale and weary
serenity of my mind. If I had then him up. I then got a distinct view of a lighted candle in my hand ; I kicked and a half. He was followed by S. M. Todd for taken to Baltimore, through which we marched look, riding awkwardly along seeming as if he who were grinding colors could hot re -.
on a Sunday morning in the latter part of July;
about
a
year.
C.
W.
B.
Todd
then
became
been told what a stupid and incredible him ; liis right arm hung down ; his in the unfastened door of my room and leader and so continued till the band entered Not a flag was to be seen except our regimental did not feel at rest amid the martial display. frain from giggling, whereupon Zeuxis
said to his too eloquent friend, “As
disease of fear—of incredible fear, feet were crossed one over the other, I threw one terrific glance at the fire the military service, nor was there any change colors. But few greeted us as friends. A grim Along with the reviewing party and in contrast long as you kept from talking you
to
the
bright
uniforms
of
the
staff
officers,
was
silence hung over the city, for many of the peo
as long as the band continued in the army.
would come upon me in after days, I, and'the way his head drooped, a little place. I saw nothing. Ah 1
were the admiration of the boys, who
Every band is subject to more or less change ple were friends of the Confederacy. The three another citizen from our own State, Hon Galusha were all wonder at your rich attire and
would certainly hav-e laughed ! I used to the left of the arm chair, showed
What a relief I What joy I What a in its membership, and this one was no exeep months' men were coming home and we eagerly A Grow, then Speaker of the National House of
to open the doors in the dark with per plainly enough that he was asleep. I deliverance 1 I went to and fro with a tlon to the rule. From 1855 to 18G1 the follow, asked them as they passed for news about the Representatives. About the last pf Major Mc the number of your servants ; but now
you have ventured to expatiate
fect confidence ; I used to make my asked him : “ Who is it? ” Anyhow swaggering air. But still I did not ing also were members of the band: S. W. battle at Bull Run. The newspapers told the Call's Division, composed of the Penna Reserves, that
upon the arts of which you know noth
were
all
placed
on
steamboats
and
taken
to
rein
story
it
is
true,
but
there
is
always
an
added
in
preparations for going to bed quietly, the light in the room was not strong feel perfectly confident—L would turn Riley, J. B. Casselberry, S. S. Auge, John
ing, they are laughing at you out
to hear the facts from one who has taken force McClellan's army before Richmond. We
without even bolting myself in : and I enough to see perfectly by. I put out round by fits and starts to look, behind Trevascus, Wm UndercufRer, Henry Under- terest
right.” Denouncing the vapid verbi
cuffier, Jacob Buckwalter, J. P. David, Henry part himself. On to Harper's Ferry our regi landed at Whitehouse, on the Pamunky river,
never thought of getting up in the mid my hand to touch his shoulder 1
me, the darkness in the corners of the Kelley, John Kelley, M. H. Fox, E. C. Custer ment went, where, with others, we relieved some and marched to the extreme right of the Union age of shallow praters, Carlyle ex
claims, “ Even Triviality and imbecil
My hand touched only the wood of room frightened me.
dle of the night to see if all the en
and George D. Zollers. Of the original 16 mem three months' troops under General Patterson. line, and took position at Meeliamesville, from
ity, that can sit silent, how respecta
which
point
we
could
seethe
spires
of
Richmond.
General
Banks
was
now
in
authority
here.
Our
the
chair
1
Nobody
was
there
1
The
trances to my room were strongly se
I slept badly—being incessantly bers 3 have died. The first, J. M. Allebach, in
camp was near Maryland Heights. In this com About the last of June, 1862, General :Lee sud ble are they in comparison I” It was
1856,
and
subsequently
Joseph
II.
Wolfe
and
J
.
chair
was
empty
1
cured.
startled out of my rest, by imaginary
mand were several New England regiments, denly withdrew Stonewall Jackson from Mc said of one who has been taken for a
Everhart.
Mercy 1 What a shock it gave me 1 noises. But I never saw him. No. W.The
The trouble began last year in a
band seldom failed of having an engage among them the Twelfth Massachusetts and the Dowell's front, and he threw himself with all his great man so long as he held his peace,
First I leaped back as if some terri That was all over.
singular way.
ment on the 4th of July. 'Twas on this national Fifth Connecticut. In the field opposite was the characteristic vigor against McClellan's right “ This man might have been a councillor
wing, and that of course struck the Penna Re of State till he spoke; but having
I t was in autumn—on a certain damp ble peril had made itself visible.
Ever since that day I have been holiday that they frequently came to Norris newly arrived regiment of Col John W Geary, serves. Mechanicsville, Gaines' Mill, Charles spoken, not the beadle of a ward.”
afterwards
Major
General
and
Governor
of
this
Then I turned round, feeling that afraid to be alone at night. I can feel town ; the bands of those days being few and
evening. When my housekeeper had
far between, so that their services were in de State. In the woods near by was’ the Second City Cross Roads and Malvern Hill, followed in Lord Lytton tells the story of a groom
taken her departure after I had dined, somebody was behind me ; then, al it there, close to me—the Vision 1 It mand. Contented were they to play the national Cavalry of the regular army, with Col George quick succession, which gave us some experi married to a rich lady, and in conse
I asked myself what I was going to do. most as quickly, an imperative desire did not make its appearance again—oh, airs, the popular songs oi the day, and once in a II Thomas in command, afterwards the hero of ence of the terribleness of war. This series of quent trepidation of being ridiculed by
engagements was known as the “seven days' the guest in his new home. An Oxford
* For some time I walked up and down to look at that chair again, made me no 1 And what matter, anyhow, since while, a few tunes a little more pretentious. Chickamauga and Nashville. 'Twas while en fight,”
and doubtless was not exceeded in hard clergyman gave him this advice : “ Wear
camped
here
that
a
few
of
our
band,
one
day
in
Once
they
played
at
a
wedding
reception,
and
my room. I felt myself weary, unrea wheel round a second time. And I I don’t believe in it—since I know that
ship
and
endurance for the same length of time, a black coat, and hold your tongue.”
August,
got
permission
to
visit
Harper's
Ferry,
the gentleman they honored, in return gave
sonably depressed and ineapable of 'do? stood there, panting with fear, so be it is nothing ?
them a piece of music, composed and arranged a place of historic interest. The river being ex by any in the war. The sights, incidents, and The groom was soon considered the
ing any work—lacking even the mental wildered as to be incapable of thinking
Still it anuoys me, because I keep all by a young musician living in Norristown, tremely low, we waded the Potomac and saw the dangers of that memorable campaign will live in most gentlemanly person in the country.
town. (Who fell in it ?) It was deserted. our memories as long as life shall last. The 4th Silence is an excellent foil for conver
force to read. A fine rain moistened —on the very point of falling.
the time thinking about it. One arm whose name has now become, familiar among old
Everything likely to be of use to our army had of July, 1862, we spent at Harrison's Landing sation. A clever person makes his talk
bands
all
over
the
country,
Prof.
W.
E.
M.
But I am by nature s cool man, and was hanging down on the right side ;—
the window panes ; I was melancholy
Pettee. This piece dropped. in+o the little prac been burned. We saw the old arsenal where on the James river. In the last of that month an far more delightful by interposing oc
—all permeated by one of those cause my self-possession soon returned. I his'head drooped a little to the left, tice room at Evansburg, very much like a bomb John Brown took refuge and was captured. As order was issued in obedience to a recent act of casional flashes of silence, as Sydney
less attacks of despondency which thought to myself : “ I have just had a like that of a man asleep. Come, that’s shell in camp. It created some, com motion, but I stood there before the battered door I thought Congress, to muster out all Regimental Bands, Smith said Macaulay did on liis return
and so we left the army just before it returned
make you feel inclined to cry—which hallucination—that is all 1” And I im- enough of it, non de Dieu 1 I don’t after several attempts to master it, they con how quickly times change. A few years ago the , to Alexandria to take part in the second battle from India.— Quiver.
curses
of
this
community
were
upon
John
Brown
cluded that it belonged to the “ music of the furnakc a man want to talk to somebody mediately began to reflect on the phe want to think about it any more 1
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jority of the committee on a joint reso ern basis, the world would be better off
T h ree Boys Struck by Lightning.
Interesting Paragraphs.
lution proposing that an amendment to than it would be by the perpetuation
T
yrone , P a ., -Ju ly 27.—During a
of
this
feudalism.
the Constitution in relation to alcoholic
I here is a mother in Richmond
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
heavy rain and wind storm,accompanied Mich.,
—TOwho has a regular orchard of
liquors and other poisonous beverages
by terrific thunder, that passed over
olive
brandies,
consisting
of
seventeen
G
rave
Suspicions.
CO LLEG E V IL L E , MONTG. CO., PA. be submitted to the Legislature of the
Clearfield a little before three o’clock
children, the oldest being but
this afternoon, three boys, who had healthy
States for ratification. Blair proposes From the Oil City Blizzard.
19 years of ao-e.
E. S. M O SER, Editor and Proprietor. to give the people of the United States
been
playing
ball
in
the
park
west
of
In Miss Cleveland’s new novel, ‘The
Palmer Stevens of Canaan, Conn,
only a trifle over thirteen years in which Long Run,” the following passage oc the town, took a shelter from the storm
under a tree near by and were struck
T hursday, Ju ly 29, 1886.
to drink and get drunk on whiskey and curs : “The western horizon gapes with by lightning. William Connelly was who died recently, aged 93 years, was
crimson wounds that drop their heavy
other distilled liquors. His proposed ichor on city spires and domes and red instantly killed and his brother James one of a family of ten of whom all but
one lived to be 70, and four were over
D on C ameron says he is in favor of amendment fixes the year 1900 as the den city windows, where the golden seriously, if not fatally, inured, while 90 when they died.
Prohibition and that his party of high time when the prohibition millenium sun beats through wounds that are not Thomas ^IcLaughlin was severelyshocked. The tree down which the
George Simmons of Westfield, 111. B o o ts an d S h oes, F a in ts & O ils, &c., See., Sec.
moral ideas is steering in the same direc shall begin. A great many people, staunched till Venus, throbbing, great bolt passed and under which the boys
was
awakened by some one walking in I would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERES & SUITINGS for all sizes and
and
tender,
rises
to
bind
them
up
with
who are inclined to take practical views
tion. The milleninm is on the way.
his room. Without investigating fur
love.” That settles it. We believe stood did not appear to be injured.
W * “ “ WeU “ P2?r- I„can sult y°u- Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
of current issues will be disposed to Miss Cleveland is an Anarchist.
any pi ice reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and
ther, he seized his pistol, blazed away,
I can show you a good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes!
object to Blair’s nonsense.
If the
and
shot
his
aged
grandmother.
Romance of the Water.
A ll 1 ask 01 my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
T h e New York Sun propounds the
States that must elect Prohibition
Perishing by Hundreds.
following question for the benefit of
A twelve-year-old boy in Pleasant
A CHEST FOUND IN THE DELAWARE AT
Legislatures to ratify the proposed
Yalley, O., attempting to draw water _______
President Cleveland : ‘'For what rea
BURLINGTON
CONTAINING
SOME
CE S Q U A R E STO R E.
amendment want prohibition they can APPALLING SUFFERING AND DEATH AMONG
from a well fifty feet deep, fell in. He
son, and for whose benefit, should the
CURIOUS THINGS.
THE
STARVING
PEOPLE
OF
LABRADOR.
get it by State laws or Constitutional
went to the bottom without hitting the
people of the United States be compell
B urlington , July 23— Yesterday stones on the sides, grasped the rope,
S t . J ohns , N. F., July 26__Further
amendments without being obliged to
ed to go on paying interest on seventyreports intensify the suffering and in while some boatmen were rowino- alon<* and was drawn out in safety by his’
five millions of dollars, when they have, waituntil the dawn of Blair’s millenium, crease the number of deaths among the the jetty at Fisher’s Point they discov mother and sister.
or until the devil has been “chained for famishing fishermen of Labrador. The ered among the silt and gravel thrown
lying idle and useless in their treasury,
a thousand years.”
Temperance women in the prohibi
seventy Esquimaux who demanded up by the dredges engaged in widen
the money to pay off the debt ? Sooner
food from the stores atMugford, which ing the channel, an oaken-box, which tion village of Marshalltown, la.,
or later the thing will have to be done,
could not be given them owing to the must have been in the water for many watched the drug store sales of liquors
Tf dishonesty could be classed among needs of the inhabitants and the small years. It was about sixteen by twenty for a month, and ascertained that the
Mr. Cleveland!”
CULBERT S DIARRIHEA MIXTURE
the virtues incident to mankind, the supply, made a rush for the harbor inches broad and sixteen inches deep six druggists sold 112 | gallons of whisCULBERT’S CREAM OF CAMPIIOR
number of virtuous citizens in the storehouse, where the flour and fish On breaking it open it was found to k®3r>2,197 bottles of beer, 81 gallons of Will cure Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus •Will relieve Sunburn, Freckles, Tan, and banish
The Trustees of the Norristown Hos
&c., &c.
county would be largely augmented. were stored. The men of the small contain a lot of documents, mostly alcohol, 6 gallons of brandy, 8 gallons
mosquietoes, &c.
pital for the Insane are learning the
written in French. Within the chest of gin, 1 barrel of ale, and 5 gallons of
settlement
gathered
to
defend
their
Dishonesty,
however,
can
never
become
We Sell YEAST CAKES for baking that will keep until used.
old lesson anew arising from placing a
only hope of existence and a desperate was also found a brass casket, hermeti wine. It wasn’t a very sickly month,
a virtue. Disguised it may become fight ensued, in which four of the cally sealed, containing the miniature either.
large contract in the hands of an irre
PURE DRUGS AND SPICES A SPECIALTY.
popular long enough to expose its in maurauding Esquimaux were nearly of an evidently French woman, a lock
sponsible bidder at prices twenty-five
Randall
Vaughn
of
Paulding,
Ga.
of
blonde
hair
and
the
forefinger
of
a
killed
and
two
of
the
storehouse
de
per cent below the estimated cost. The herent rottenness. I t is claimed by fenders were seriously injured. The woman, on which was a plate gold was wounded in the battle of Waynes
some writers and thinkers that dishon
additional buildings in course of erec
ring inscribed with the word “ wife.” boro , in 1864. A rifle bullet entered
esty is a disease. We incline to the Esquimaux, finding that they could not The finger had been embalmed and was his body between the breast bone and
obtain food by force, retreated and sent
tion will not be completed by the origi
opinion that is rather a result of an ab in several of their number to ask for well preserved. One of the papers in the point of the heart. Four years ago
nal contractor, and when finished by
an abscess formed in the abdomen four
normal condition of the brain, under a small quantity of food, which they the chest contains the following :
somebody else,it is more than probable
teen inches from where the ball entered,
the influence of which an individual said was absolutely necessary to th
D in k s F erry , Dec. 24, 1742__Re and the other day the ball was extract
that the cost will exceed considerably
may be driven to dishonest deeds. Men continued existence of their wives and ceived of M. Benoish, £20 15s. for one ed from the abdomen and Mr. Vaughn
the sum appropriated by the Legisla
children. Two hundred pounds of
must be taught to avoid the prelimin flour and about fifty pounds of frozen negro man Jim D. S., very black, five is recovering.
ture. Then another extra appropria
ary causes that lead to abnormal condi cod were given them. I t was reported feet seven inches high, weight 145 lbs.,
tion will be asked for, of course.
good form and branded with letter C
The officers of Lancaster county, Pa.
tions. About the best teacher for adu' that in Astoria alone, out of thirty-five on left shoulder.
elected
in 1883, took office with the
or forty families, or a total of 200 per
thieves known at present is the pen
Signed,
B. D. C ovassiere .
knowledge that a new law of the State
T h e thirteenth annual Grangers’ tentiary, with no possibility to escape sons, over 100 had died—mostly all
B. Covassiere once owned and occu provided that fixed salaries should be
Picnic, or Inter-State Exhibition, will to Canada. Among the latest default women and children. In Nain the
pied
the house which now belongs to paid them, and that all fees should be
open at Mechanicsburg, this State, on ers who have distinguished themselves catch of fish has not been sufficient to John McNeal, on High street, this city. turned over to the county. They com
afford food to the inhabitants.
The
Monday, August 30th, and close on as rascals within a week is the “esteem season which opened on May 1 was The Frenchman was known as a slave plied with the law until it was declared
Saturday, September 4th. When it is ed cashier of the Baptist Publication very backward and had it not been lor trader and died on his way to New Or unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,
considered that over three hundred car Society, Philadelphia, who is from the seal industry, which was tolerably leans in 1794. An attempt will be made and then sued for the money they
to translate the other papers found in would have received in excess of their
loads of implements and machinery thirty to sixty thousand dollars short good, not a soul would be living. Along the
chest, as it is presumed they will salaries had they retained the fees. It
Hamilton
Inlet
and
Sandwich
Bay
were exhibited at the annual picnic of in his accounts. Having had the mis there is not so much suffering, although contain evidence which may throw has just been decided that they are en
1885 ; that the attendance numbered fortune to break his leg just at the time many have died. In Webuck and In light upon the ownership of the titled to these fees.
130,000, and that orders for implements he should have steered for Canada, he dian Harbors fish is the only food be grounds on the river front in this city,
Here is a characteristic bit from the
and machinery were received by exhib is now under arrest. A highly “ es- sides a small quantity of corn meal. the title to which has been a matter of latest instalment of “ The Minister’s
dispute for many years.
They
have
had
no
vegetables
since
itors amounting to $350,000 on the teemed” mercantile lawyer of New
Charge.” It is a talk between Sewell,
March 1 , and the people are almost
the minister, and Evans, his newspaper
grounds, the importance of the coming York is short for about the same without clothing. At Hopedale not
H e Stole a Dangerous Ride.
friend : “ Sewell mused awhile. Then
event to manufacturers, dealers, and amount. He retained the use of his over twenty-five families remain out of
he said with a smile, ‘I t ’s very much
farmers, cannot be easily over esti legs and is safe in Montreal. An “es the entire former population. Many TRAVELLING 320 MILES ON THE TRUCKS OF simpler to fit people for the other world
A
CAR
IN
AN
EXPRESS
TRAIN
have
gone
East
along
the
coast
in
the
mated.
than this, don’t you think V ‘Yes, it
teemed” official of the Chicago Post
hope of getting into better-supplied
P ittsburgh , July 23 __When the is. I t was a cold day for tha clergy
Office, though under no physical disa settlements, while eighty persons, of
New York and Chicago limited express when it was imagined that they ought
T he liquor traffic will never be cur bility, was caught before he got away
whom forty were squaws and thirty-five pulled into the Union depot at 6 55 to do both.’ ” This is in a line with
tailed or wiped out by State or Nation his shortage being variously estimated children, died from starvation in June this morning a lad, about 18 years o
Sewell’s observation that it is “ much
al Constitutional amendments. Never. up to two hundred thousand dollars.
alone. There were some deaths in age, jumped off the platform of one of easier to make one’s peace with
one s
April and May, but these were princi the cars and stood still for a moment God than with one’s wife.”
That’s one of our honest opinions and
pally
from
exposure
to
the
cold.
The
apparently enjoying the consternation
FIFTEEN BASQUE AND
we make no charge to give expression
Plain W ords from W atterso n .
Okkah Indians are suffering greatly but which his appearance created. He
to it. However we are not prepared
there were not as many deaths among was evidently a Caucasian, but so com
SKIRT MAKERS
From the Louisville Courier-Journal.
Philadelphia Produce Market.
to say that the present agitation of the
them
was at first reported, only pletely begrimmed with smoke an
The average Englishman is a snob. twelve as
persons having died this spring, soot as to be easily mistaken for a son
prohibition question is out of place. From the Duke to the costermonger,
F lour.
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the U. S.,we need more good hands at once,
will in time tend to elevate the standards it is replendent indeed. The bully in Okkah, Hopedale, Nain and Cape Mug- had travelled from Fort Wayne, a dis
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W e ’ll all be prohibitionists by and lation which now exists, and which, foundland along the north coast, there despatch informed me that my mother
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great destitution. From Cape Bauld
be, but 1 thought I wouldn’t say .anything, and
P hiladelphia , July 23,1886.
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conduct of certain Americans who come
The curious case of G. S. Edwards,
number of my friends already, and I am pleased
—AND ALSO THE CELEBRATED—
dencies will be in a large measure ex over here and appear in English society. who was struck by lightning while stop I crawled over the top of the
to give it, and to express at the same time my
Beef Cattle were lower at 3%a6e.
recommendation in highest terms. Yours, verv
cused.
Sheep were in full supply at !>£@4%c.
Touching the latter, nothing could be crossing Iron Hill, at Leadville, Colo frame into the middle of the tracks and
truly
___
Hogs were in firm request at 7@7^c.
held on the crossrods. Once my feet
rado,
on
July
4,
is
attracting
consider
more
ridiculous
and
offensive.
The
After while prohibition will be placed
W
a s h in g t o n , D. C.
slipped and dragged on the ground. I
An elegent Boys’ Boot for $3. Men’s from 2.45 to
H o w a r d L e o p o l d , E sq ., Dear Sir : The suit
on trial, and then well all see what ma more I see of England and the English able interest among scientific men. then thought I was gone, but I held on
3.75. Good so]id shoe for boys only $1,35, and
received,you certainly have spared no expense in
the more I am persuaded of the irrecon After the flash, Mr.- Edwards remained
a
beautiful
button
shoe
for
girls
only
$
1.30.
quality
of material or work. The suit is beauti
terial it is made of.
cilable différence between us and them, unconscious for fifteen minutes before like grim death and managed to get
Very large stock of Ladies and. Misses fine
fully finished and a credit to your establishment.
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
I
L
L
E
my
legs
up
again
on
the
rod.
At
Yours, truly.
shoes made-by Geo. W. Grr & Co., in the
_____
In the meantime give the people a and the more odious seem to me the receiving assistance. The lightning
latest styles-—every pair warranted to
Crestline and Alliance the train stop
G l e n C o v e , L I.
full and free opportunity to vote upon affectation and imitation of Anglicism struck him on the left cheek, and after ped to change engines and for an in
give -Satisfaction. All Sizes of
M r . H . L e o p o l d : My dress and eoat arrived
by the American, who, having got à knocking out a number of his teeth,
A R R IA G E
ORKS
the question. We are strongly imbued glimpse of the nobility, would straight- passed
safely and lam much pleased with them. Yours,
diagonally across the breast to spection of the trucks. When the in
R u b ber & Gum R oots truly.
____
with the idea that the people run this way get himself a coat-of-arihs. Few the right side. I t then descended the spectors came to the truck where I was
Special Bai gains in Jump-Seat, Brewster Side- On Hand. Just Received attractive assortment of
N ew H a v e n , C o n n .
I
rolled
over
against
the
wheel
of
the
country, especially when they get wak sights in art or nature can be more body to the foot, emerging from the
M r . H . L eo p o l d : The dress is very pretty
Bar and Timpkin Side-Bar
and satisfactory.
Respectfully.
melancholy than that of the A merican right boot. I t passed entirely through opposite side and escaped detection. It
ened up.
PARLOR
&
HAND
LAMPS
!
woman who has married, or who seeks the foot, leaving a hole similar to that was hard riding, I can tell you, but
—Also
a
Full
Line
of—
N o r t h a m p t o n , M a ss .
to marry, a titled Englishman. If made by a bullet. The clothing was still I would rather travel in that way
M r . H o w ar d L eo p o l d : My dress arrived
T he signs of a howling tempest and there be, it is the American mother torn into fragments, particles being than on the bumpers of a freight train.”
safely and I find it very satisfactory.
Now on hand. Best material, best work
Direct from Potteries. Fall and Winter opening
a bloody conflict between Uncle Sam who comes abroad and manœuvres for found a distance of a hundred feet. When young Schell reached the Fed
manship, lowest prices.
of
Ladies,
Gents'
and
Children's
and Mexico have proved to be naught a titled husband for her daughter. I Both of the boots were entirely de eral street depot he thought he was in
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Pittsburgh and tried to jump ofl‘, but
Collegeville, Pa
in fact but light breezes of a slightly would have such a mother whipped at stroyed, and one of them carried sixty was struck by one of the gates at the
TINDER WEAR
the cart’s tail. Yet, all through Eng feet away. The ground where the man
U
disturbing nature. The trouble with lish society you encounter them. At was standing was torn up for a consid crossing and narrowly escaped death.
• A N D HO SIER
Large stock of ready made clothing. Good warm
Mexico was caused by an adventurous best a foreign marriage is a dangerous erable distance. The course of the He climbed on to one of the platforms,
-¡i L-n For Cur
coat for $2.50. Mens all wool pants $2. In the
bi Liill New Book
newspaper man named Cutting. Cut adventure. The American woman was electric current along the body was and it was then the passengers learned
heighth of fashion with men’s and boys’ fine
for
the
first
time
that
the
adventurous
¿titled
stiff hats; good warm cap for 95 cts. Lot of
ting ran a newspaper in the American not born to be the doll of a darn’d lord, marked by a black and red streak one
old style hats for every day wear from 10e.
traveller was on the train. When he
to 50c. A fine Lanndried shirt 75 cents—
town of El Paso on one side of the Rio or to herd with ’the poor wallflowers and a half inches wide. The worst ef had finished telling his story, the pass
that decorate the great houses much as fect of the streak seems to have been
cheap.
JOB LOT OF COLORED
Grande river, and a Spanish newspaper the frescoed angels which appear upon on the lungs. A severe hemorrhage engers took up a subscription for his
R0BEBT L0YVNES, Proprietor.
in El Paso del Norte on the Mexican the ceilings thereof. She may have was produced, by which a quart of benefit. He was then promptly intro
side of the same river ; and because been made to cook and to wash, for she blood was lost. In addition to these duced to the wash room, from which he
only 80 cents per pair, very cheap. Horse Blankone Medina proposed to start a rival may step from the kitchen to the draw injuries, the surface ol the body was emerged looking very fresh and rosy,
without a semblance of fatigue. A
kets from 75c up. Finest quilting cotton 16c
newspaper on the Mexican side, Cut ing room, and has often risen from the almost covered with blisters, the result substantial breakfast was then provid
per lb. Remnants of good Calico from 5 to
washtub to the Executive Mansion. of ugly burns. This, we believe, is the
20 yards only 5c per yard. Beautiful black
ting fired a terrific broadside at his But she is a peer and not a vassal, and first authentic record of a person being ed by Mr. Lee, of the depot restaurant,
Of every description built to order. New and
wool Cashmere*only 47c per yard. Fine
Second-hand Carriages and Wagons on hand.
to
which
the
young
man
did
full
jus
line of Cloths and Cassimeres. Heavy
rival in his Mexican journal. When always a woman, which is not, never injured by lightning at an elevation of
Canton Flannel only 10 cents per yd.
tice.
Steps
were.
then
taken
to
pro
has
been,
and
never
can
be
in
England,
10,500 feet.
I t is remarkable such
arrested and forced to sign a “ reconcil.
B L A C K 8 M IT I I 1 N G
vide Mr. Schell with the means of com THIRTY YEARS A DETECTIVE
ALL SIZES OF GLAS3 ON HAND AND ANY
iation” in accordance with the Mexi or, indeed, in any land where feudal severe internal injuries were not follow pleting his journey, which he will be in
SIZE CUT TO ORDER.
BY ALLAN PINKERTON.
ism
holds
its
baleful,
brutal,
and
des
ed
by
death.—
Scientific
American.
And Wheelwright work of every description
can laws, he crossed the river to his
a position to do this evening, suffic Containing a thoroiiirli md comprehensive expose
promptly executed in the beet manner.
potic sway over the minds of men and
PAIHTS,
OILS,
Y
A
M
ISH
of
Ciimiiul
Practices
of
all
Grades
and
Classes,
American town and reiterated the libel over the institutions which men or
ient money having -been raised to se with Numerous Episodes of Personal Experience
Dec.31,tf.
Ex-Governor Thompson of South
in the Detection of Criminals, covering A
Fresh Cement and C’alcemine Plaster. Full line
n his American newspaper; and when dained. I would rather follow the coffin Carolina, tells this story on himself,- cure a balf-fare ticket to Washington.
period of T h irty Y ears A ctive Peteotive
of hardware, drugs, Oil Cloths,
Is ifa and embracing many intensely interesting
he again crossed the river to his Mex of a daughter of mine to the gi ave, and There is a lunatic in the asjlum near
wooden and tinware.
and t'nnlling Detection Sketches.
HIE POPULAR
Capt. Joseph Bury of Hailey, Idaho,
see
her
laid
tenderly
away
in
the
little
An entirely new book, profuscht illustrated,
Columbia who is sometimes allowed has a war record to be proud of. When
ican newspaper office, he was again ar
and wlih P o rtrait of the Great Detective.
old churchyard at home, than to follow
rested, and immediately began to yell her down the aisle of St. George’s the freedom of the town. When the the rebellion broke out he spent $3,000
DININGROOMS,
ta r A G EN TS W ANTED I
Governor
was
renominated
the
lunatic
of his own money raising a regiment in
At Rock Bottom Prices. Extra Fat Fish 15 Jhg. Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
for the American eagle taprotect him. Chapel to see her crowned with "the
In every town there are numbers of people who
met him on the street, and, running up Ohio ; he went to the front with it, and
in a bucket, only 95 cts.
will he glad tit get this book. It sells to Mer
Main, Norristown,
richest coronet in England. If Europe to him, grasped him by the hand and
Highest prices paid for country produce in
chants, Mooli *.nics, Farmers and Professional men.
when
the
regiment
was
mustered
out
H a r r y b . l o n g , p p o p r ie to p .
Thus every A?onfc can pick out fifty or more in
exchange, at
S enator Blair, from the committee on were blown to atoms with dynamite to said with effusiveness f “I congratulate after the war closed his commanding
a town to whom he can feel sure of selling it to.
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
morrow, and amid blood and shame and you, Governor, Everybody in the lun
We want One A gent in every township, qj*
Education and Labor, reecently sub
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
the destruction of all foundations atic asylum is delighted at your renom officer wrote on his discharge : “ This
county. iM ^Any verson, with this book, can
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest and
officer has not been absent from his
become a successf ut Agcn t. For full particulars
mitted a favorable report from the ma- society were reconstructed upon a mod- ination,”
best in town, done up in every style. Remember
and terms to agents, address
command a day during the entire war,”
the place and favor it with your patronage when
a. w. CARLETQN & CO., Publishers, New York,
Collegeville, Pa.
in town.
-—
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ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF

D R Y GOODS, G roceries,
W ood w are, W illo w w are.

JOSEPH

Gr; G O T W A L S ,

t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, ÿ

Joseph W . Culbert, D ru ggist.

BALL’S

C ORSETS

This is one of the very best
Corsets in the market and
can be returned after
three weeks wear
ing, if not found
perfectly sat____ isfactory.

HOWARD LEOPOLD’S.

F E N T O N ’S

BOOTS AND SHOES

F

Y!

-S K I P P A C K -

BED BLANKETS !

CARRIAGES & WAGONS

CHOICE GROCERIES !

IF V E IL T T O Z C sT S

Gone.
—Mrs. A. Critch will please accept
the thanks of the editor’s family for a
Benjamin Detwiler, lock tender, near
handsome rug.
Phoenixville, died at his ìesidence at
Mont
this township, Thursday
T h u rsd ay , Ju ly 23, 1886.
—St. John’s Lutheran Sunday night, Clarge,
aged about sixty years.
The
School, C< ntre Square, will picnic in funeral was held Sunday afternoon.
Zieher’s
Park
on
Wednesday
next,
TERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.
Rev. J. H. Hendricks conducted the
August 4.
religious services and Undertaker
This paper has a larger circulation
—An interesting contribution from Shuler had charge of the remains. In
in this section o f the count)/ than any “Mangum Poe,” of Bridgeport, will be terment in Trinity church cemetery,
this place.
other paper published. As an adver published in this paper next week.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
—The Pennsylvania Tack Works at
Large Purchase.
among the most desirable papers, having Norristown resumed, on Monday, the
The
Knickerbocker
Ice Company
a large and steadily increasing circula creditors having leased the works and
have purchased three farms along the
bought
the
material
on
hand.
tion in various localities throughout the
Perkiomen a short distance below
county.
Green
Lane. The farms consist chiefly
— Messrs. J. Garber, C. H. Clewell,
It is the aim o f the editor and pub and Misses Helen Buckwalter and Della of meadow land, and contain about two
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f J. Garber, all of Philadelphia, are in hundred acres. The price paid for the
land was about $15,000. The com
the best local and general newspapers town, visitors at theLachman mansion. pany proposes to erect large ice houses
in the county, or anywhere else, and to They are having a merry time.
along the stream.
These will be filled
this end we invite correspondence fro m
—The Sunday School of St. Luke’s with ice taken from the low land, which
Reformed church, Trappe, will picnic will be flooded from the Perkiomen be
every section.
in Zimmerman’s grove, near this place, fore cold weather.
on
Saturday, September 4. Fuller an
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
nouncement hereafter.
Not Killed, Only Wounded.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
I t was reported about town Thurs
Large Funeral.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
day morning that M. I. Davis, this
follows :
township, had been hurled from the
Last
Thursday
the
remains
of
Emma
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
track of the P. S. V. railroad, that
Bechtel,
whose
death
was
recorded
Milk..................................................... .6.47 a. m.
Accommodation.................................. .8.07 a. m. last week, were laid away in the Luth passes through his premises, by an
Subsequently we
Market................................................. .1.20 p. m. eran cemetery, Trappe, in the presence engine and killed.
Accomodation...................................... .4.34 p. m. of a large gathering of sorrowing were glad to learn that the report was
FOR A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND WEST.
He was struck by a train
relatives and friends. The religions untrue.
Mail.................................................... .7.17 a. m. services were conducted by Rev. O. P. Thursday morning at his own crossing.
Accomodation.......................................9.14 a. m.
Market............................................. . • .3.13 p. m. Smith, assisted by Rev. J. H. Hen His left arm was broken and his left
Accommodation.................................. .6.46 p. m. dricks. The large church edifice was side severely bruised. He says that he
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
filled and an unusual degree of sol was trying to keep his cattle off the
Milk..................................................... .6.56 a. m. emnity pervaded the entire assemblage. track, and, having his back to the train,
.6.49
p.
m.
Accomodation................. ...................
President of Ursinus College, Dr. he stepped a little too close to the rails.
N O RTH .
Accommodation...............................< 10.3 a. m. Bomberger, Vice President Super, His injuries are painful but not dan
Milk..................................................... .5.41 p. m. Professors Reichenbach and Landis, a gerous.
number of students of the College and
Down Fifty Feet.
|C^T"All communications, business or the Olevian Literary Society, of which
the deceased was a highly esteemed
A
cow
on
the premises of John J.
otherwise, transmitted to us through the member, were in attendance. The re
Hughes,
in
Upper Merion township,
mails, to receive immediate attention, mains, in charge of Undertaker Shuler,
while being chased by a boy last Thurs
must be directed to Collegeville, P. O., were encased in a beautiful rosewood day, ran into Mr. Hughes’ woods and
casket, around which lay floral trib fell into a shaft, the opening of which
hereafter.
utes in profusion. Following were was insecurely covered with brush.
the pall-bearers. Warren Kooken,Clem. The shaft is about fifty feet deep and
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks Detwiler, Chas. Detwiler,Warren Rahn, five feet in diameter. The cow fell to
Milton Warner, Horace T. Miller.
From Abroad.
the bottom, Where she remained in a
lying posture for several hours. Wal
—And it is a wet summer in this
lace Henderson descended and attach
Calypso!
latitude, surely.
ed
ropes about her body, after which
Last Saturday was a day of ribbons,
—Merchant Fenton is preparing to feathers, white hats and seersuckers, she was drawn to the surface by means
erect a double brick house, which will lunch baskets and boxes, walking canes, of a pair of horses. The animal was
be quite an improvement. J. G. T. kid gloves and linen dusters,—and the pretty badly bruised, but she was able
Miller will have charge of the carpen excursion to Calypso Island by the to walk about and graze, and is likely
recover fully from the effects of her
ter work.
Trinity Christian Sunday School, this to
place, was a very successful affair. It fall.
—And when that barn is moved was gotten up to give the children a
Convention and Preparatory Meeting
there will be another picnic.
pleasant day abroad—not to make
The Democratic citizens of the
—The midgets and mosquitoes are money,although the pile in the treasury county, at the usual places, will elect
is
somewhat
enlarged
on
account
of
putting in their effective licks.
the enterprise. The train started at delegates Saturday evening to repre
—Read G. F. Hunsicker’s new ad Perkiomen Junction, and when it left sent the various-districts in the county
Schwenksville (not “dutch” Schwenks- convention to be held in the Court
vertisement.
ville, but beautiful Schwenksville), ten House, Norristown, next Tuesday
—The National Bank of Spring City cars were packed, rather uncomforta morning, to elect eleven delegates to
has declared a dividend of 3^ per cent, bly, with human freight—all ages and the State Convention. The prepara
for the last six months.
sizes. Slowly but surely the train tory meeting, or the meeting to give
wound around the numerous curves. the Demacratic politicians a chance to
—The Royersford Iron Foundry Those who wanted to reached Calypso make faces at each other, will be field
Company have declared a dividend of in a hurry wanted something else be in the afternoon. Preparatory meet
two per cent, for the last six months.
fore they got there. The engine wasn’t ings have never accomplished any
built for speed, and the work it had to good for the Democratic party in Mont
—A t a meeting of the Berks, Mont do taxed its full strength. About 10 gomery, but on the other hand have
gomery and Chester County Agricul o’clock the excursionists arrived at done much harm.
tural Society, recenth' held at Potts- Calypso, an island naturally rather
town, it was resolved to make the ad beautiful, in the Lehigh river a short
mission fee 50 cents instead of 25 cents, distance above Bethlehem. I t is not In the Habit of Beating His Son.
as charged at their last fair. This ac an earthly paradise ; we are not will
John K. Bean, of Lower Providence,
tion we regard as a mistake. The ing to say that it is the grandest spot is under bail to the amount of $300 to
Society will not be likely to gain either in the world, or even in eastern Penn answer at Court the charge of beating
increased revenues or popularity by sylvania for excursion parties, but it is his son, Samuel Bean, aged 18 years.
advancing the price of admission.
a real attractive place, has pleasant The suit was instituted by the boy’s
uncle, Who alleges that the defendant
—Democratic candidates for State surroundings and its appointments are had frequently used brutal violence in
up
to
par.
All
the
children
and
most
delegates are swelling in numbers.
everybody else were entirely pleased punishing his son. Recently the father
—Aaron S. Leidy died at Souderton with the place and the enjoyments it is said to have clubbed the son with a
Saturday last, in his 48th year. A afforded. During the day quite a num billet of wood six feet long and as
ber of the excursionists visited Bethle thick as a broom handle. On one oc
wife and family survive him.
hem, proper, and South Bethlehem. casion the father applied his heavy
—Harry Scheetz, operator in the The old Moravian cemetery attracted boots to the young man with almost
Bankers’ and Merchants’ Telegraph quite a number of visitors, but the sufficient force to knock the life out of
Office at Norristown, has become in principel point of interest outside of him. From all accounts John K. Beau
sane. The recent death of his father the island was the Lehigh University ought to have a liberal dose of the
is said to be the cause of his insanity. buildings, an institution endowed to the treatment he has been in the habit of
extent of millions by Asa Packer. At applying to his son.
—Bernard Hoy is reported as having 5 o’clock the journey homeward began,
caught a bass in the Schuylkill at Val and at 8 o’clock the excursionists
Tremendous Snake Story.
ley Forge, Monday morning, which clustered about their own vines and fig
The most extensive and thrilling
weighed 7^ pounds. A little proof trees, cherishing pleasant memories of
snake story of the period was publish
would be acceptable.
a day well spent on Calypso Island.
ed recently in the Norristown Times,
* * *
as written by a Pennsburg correspond
—Wm. Todd, Jr., of Norristown,
Rev. J. H. Hendricks divided the ent. If true, it is remarkable. If
was in town Thursday. He is a recent
graduate of the High School, that ministerial honors of the day with Rev. false, it is a combination of awful lies
borough. He is now ready to begin 0. P. Smith. Bro. Hendricks is noted and painfully illustrates the deplorable
for his liberality.
depravity of the snake liar. Here it is:
the battle of life in earnest.
* * *
“ William Jacob’s wife the other morn
Professors Weinberger and Landis ing went into the Cellar to get some
—This is the particular season of
and smiled.
butter for breakfast. A rattle snake
the year when the man who hooks a were read}7 to smile
*
*
*
lay coiled on the lid of the butter tub,
flsh and the fellow who kills a snake
The world of- law was represented and instantly sounded its alarm and
try to beat each other telling lies.
aboard the train by Messrs. Kratz, raised it head for fight. Mrs. Jacobs
—Thirteen head of cattle infected Hobson and Bomberger. They experi killed the snake with one blow of a
with pleuro pneumonia were killed on enced considerable trouble in getting mop. It was a black rattlesnake and
Monday on a farm in Manor township, enough to eat.
had six rattles. After breakfast Mrs.
Lancaster county, this State.
Jacobs went to the wood pile to get
Doc. Place, dental surgeon, was on some chips. On the axe blade, bask
—Some of the farmers in the neigh
borhood of Mingo, this township, com deck with a light heart!. Every time he ing in the sun, lay another rattlesnake,
plain that of late sportsmen have been mapped a curve with his cane or gave which gave every indication of its in
slaughtering, contrary to law, insecti his hat a graceful tip, a kid-gloved tention of staying right where it was.
Mrs. Jacobs smashed its head with a
vorous birds, and that in discharging hand was shown.
* * *
stick of wood. This one was a yellow
their weapons in close proximity to
gentleman who struck a match rattlesnake, and had eight rattles.
dwellings they displayed criminal in The
the tunnel expected to see evidences Next morning the farmer’s wife went
carelessness. Such sportsmen and tres of friendly affection. Was he disap
down cellar again after butter, and was
passers should be sternly dealt with.
pointed ?
again compelled to bring the mop
* * *
handle into play to despatch another
—E. P. Bonter, of Plymouth, has
But the greatest joke of all was the rattlesnake. This one was a black one
brought suit against the Hickorytown
Beneficial Association for services ren report said to have been circulated and had eleven rattles. Mrs. Jacobs
dered as secretary, and for sick bene about Schwenksville, to the effect that got her butter, and when she came out
the Collegeville folks didn’t want the of the cellar she told her husband that
fits. He claims $70.
“Schwenksville dutch to go with the she was getting tired of having to fight
—The P rovidence I ndependent ad excursion.” What ridiculous stuff! A rattlesnakes to get butter for break
vocates the nomination of Wm. P. remark of that kind never originated in fast, and that he would have to get the
Cuthberson for Governor on the Pro or about Collegeville. No. Our citi butter out the rest of the season. So
hibition ticket in case Wolfe declines. zens don’t indulge in such silly twad the following morning farmer Jacobs
We suggest the name of Jacob R. Hun- dle. The dutch of Schwenksville, or went down after the butter himself.
sicker, the new convert to the cold the people of Schwenksville who are There was no rattlesnake on the butter
water doctrine. How would that strike not exactly dutch, if they behave them tub, but as he stepped toward it be
yon, brother Moser ?—Defender.. The selves, are exactly as good as other heard one sound its rattles. It lay
suggestion is not a bad one. But, people who behave themselves. But snugly coiled on the cellar floor near
after all, what has this to do with the fools must have their say, and some the bottom of the tub. The mop han
driving qualities of a mule ?
times people will pay more attention to dle again came out, and the snake was
—A number of interesting exhibi the sayings of a fool than to the re killed. I t was a black rattlesnake with
ten rattles. When Jacobs returned up
tions of speed will be given at the marks of the wise.
stairs with the dead snake, bis wife
Limerick Centre trotting course -next
The Montgomery County Teachers’ said that it wasn’t safe to stay in that
Saturday. Quite a number of trotters
have been entered for the races and a Institute will be held this year in the house, and that she was going buckleOpera House at Pottstown, commenc berrying. She went. She came back
lively time is looked for.
ing on Monday, October 25th, and at 8 o’clock with ten quarts of low—Next Saturday afternoon,5 o’clock, closing on Friday evening, the 29th. bush blues. In getting them she was
Reuben Landis will sell about 5 acres County Superintendent R. F. Hoffeck- obliged to dispatch a long yellow rattle
of grass (second crop) on the premises er, of Norristown, will be ex-officio snake that lay under a bush loaded,
of Henry Landis, dec’d, this place.
President of the Convention,
with berries, a copperhead that wanted

to dispute possession of another bush
with her, and a black rattlesnake that
lay on a rock in the path, and wouldn’t
move. Mrs. Jacobs says that she kept
on picking until a big blue racer rose
up in front of her and acted as if he
wanted to wind himself around her.
There she drew the line, and left the
berry patch. Mrs. Jacobs is in her
20th year, and has been married one
month.”
FROM TRAPPE.

The Evangelical Sunday Schools of
Trappe, Limerick, and Schwenksville,
will join their forces and hold a grand
picnic in Zeiber’s park, August 21.
A camp meeting sermon was deliver
ed last Sunday morning in theEvangelical church this place, by pastor Rev.
W. H. Stauffer.
Christian Wismer, one of our jolly
good farmers, near Trappe, has had
erected a large frame building in which
he proposes to store grain, machinery,
&c. Neighbor Wismer knows . how,
when, and where to make improve
ments.
Richard Poole, Trappe, was rather
seriously affected by the heat of the sun
about 10 o’clock Saturday morning. He
is now able to be about again.
We have been informed that some of
“our boys,” who accompanied the ex
cursion last Saturday, got over into
Bethlehem and too much Bethlehem or
something kept in Bethlehem got into
them, and the mixture tended to mud
dle their brains.
Perhaps our infor
mant is mistaken.
FROM 1RONBRIDGE.

Our town merchant G. F. Hunsicker
is again on deck, having recovered from
his recent illness.
Samuel Effrig, of Lansdale in com
pany with a bosom friend were in town
last Thursday. They7 had about two
objects in view, I think. The one was
to shoot birds and the other was of a
political nature. I was informed that
they bagged about 50 or 60 birds. How
many prospective delegates they down
ed I know not.

A Whole Family Poisoned.
THE FATHER, MOTHER AND THREE CHILDREN
EAT IIAM AND ARE TAKEN ILL.

At supper Tuesday night the family
of Jacob Fisher, living at 1530 Philip
street, Philadelphia, had ham, which
was. partaken of by all. Several hours
later Fisher, his wife and three of the
children were taken violently ill. Dr.
Boyle, a neighboring physician, was
called in. He found that they had
been poisoned and it is believed that
the ham which was eaten by the family
was diseased. The ham was sent in to
the Fisher family by a neighbor. Mr.
Fisher has been out of work for some
time and the neighbors have been as
sisting the family considerably. The
ham was boiled and furnished a good
meal for Mr. Fisher, his wife Margaret
and Annie, aged thirteen ; Harry, aged
six, and Jakey, aged two., 'Soon after
supper, as Mr. Fisher was smoking his
pipe very contentedly, Annie came in
and said she felt ill. Soon she began
to vomit, aud the father called his wife,
and the two waited on her until Mr.
Fisher began to feel griping pains in
his stomach. He soon began to vomit
also and in a short time became uncon
scious and went into convulsions. Mrs.
Fisher waited on him until little Jacob
ran in and fell on the floor writhing in
great agony. Before she could render
him much assistance she also fell un
conscious on the floor, just as Harry
appeared ahd complained of being sick.
Hu began to vomit also, and the five
persons were all writhing with pain in
the same room.
Their cries soon
brought the neighbors to the rescue
and the unfortunates were all put to
bed and the physician sent for. Until
ten o’clock it looked very much as if
the parents and little Jacob were going
to die, but at two o’clock yesterday
morning all were out of danger and the
children were quite comfortable. They
were all given emetics and the ham was
all thrown up. Dr. Boyle said that it
was impossible to determine the nature
of the poison until after a chemical
analysis. It is thought that the ham
either had laid in a corroded tin box
for some time or that rat poison had
accidentally fallen on it.

Ephraim Keeley, of Royersford was
in town the same day. His object was
also a double barrelled affair. He had
2 O’CLOCK, P. M.
business in the matter of brick with
Mr. Stoneback, and business of a politi DUBLIC SALE OF
cal character with the smiling politi
cians. In our opinion Ephraim would
make a fine looking sheriff.

FRESH COWS.

The Eagleville cornet band passed
through town (I wonder where they
went to) the other day and set afloat
some of their choice music along the
way.
Friend Horace drives a fine
team.
Thieves again !
Last Thursday
night friend Doc.(or Frederick) Snyder
got rid of all his hams and shoulders,
about 250 pounds in all. They were
taken by a thieving band of thieves.

Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
AUGUST 2, *86, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
Head of Fresh Cows with calves,direct
jjj^ j^ fro m York county. Good judgment was
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
EL H. ALLEBACH.
J. G, Fctterolf,auct
I. H. Johnson, clerk.

pU B L IC SALE OF

250,000

TO F A R M E R S !

(jELERY pLANTS.

Why buy fertilizers manufactured abroad when
you can secure equally as good, if not a better,
article nearer home, thus saving freight charges?
Why not give the home product a fair and honest
trial ? These questions do not apply to hundreds
of farmers in Montgomery and Chester counties
who have used, with ENTIRE SATISFACTION,

I have a fine stock of CELERY PLANTS ot
the following kinds at 40c. per hundred. $3.00
per 1000. LARGE WHITE SOLID and DWARF
GOLDEN HEART.

-Trinley’s FERTILIZERS-

TRINLEY’S FERTILIZERS are just what is
claimed (and more, too) for them, and bring the
The following varieties are self blanching and right results every time they are used. They are
only need hilling up once to keep the stalk up genuine in quality and will continue to be in the
right. 60c. per 100, $5 per thousand. New Gol futuie "what they have been In the past—
den Self Blanching and Henderson’s White HONEST, HIGH GRADE FERTILIZERS.
plume. Try them.
SLUG SHOT is still ahead for killing cabbage
worms, potato and cucumber bugs, esc., 5 lb.
package for 30c. 50 lbs. at 5c. per lb.
Fresh Turnip, Ruta Baga and Radish Seeds in
large and small quantities.

PURE GROUND BONE,
$36 per ton.

Raw « Bone * Super « Phosphate,
$36 per ton.

Favorite * Bone « Phosphate,

Having still a few hundred choice Geraniums,
Coleus, Roses, Begonias, Double Fringed Petuni
•
$32 per ton.
as, &c., I will sell them at a sacrifice to clean
the houses, so that new and important changes
can be made. Come early and secure these very
decided bargains.
$25 per ton.
All orders by mail and those left with the Col
•
t
m tiitm t
legeville Bakers will receive prompt attention Also manufacturer of Cracked Bone for Chicken
and be delivered on their routes free of charge. Feed; and dealer in Fertilizer Supplies, Hides,
Skins, Tallow, Ntatsfoot Oil; Soaps, &c., &e.
Respectfully yours,

R a v in e B on e P h osp h ate

G O A L

HORACE RIMBY,
Seedsman and Florist,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I

All grades and sizes, sold at lowest figures.
Gross weight.

Jacob T rin ley,
LIMERICK STATION, PA.
Not as it may happen, but according to plans
well pre-arranged for the seasons as they
advance, we are prepared to show a large
and carefully selected stock of

-D R Y GOODS-

(tSF^F. P. Faringer, of Ironbridge, and John
Faringer of Worcester, are agents for Trinley’s
Fertilizers in the middle and lower sections of
Montgomery county.
All orders left at Col
legeville mills will have prompt attention. Will
ship to any railway station most convenient to
the purchaser.
tl.9-20.

AT THE COLLEGEVILLE

For Spring and Summer.

A g ric u ltu ra l Store

CASHMERES, SATINES,
SEERSUCKERS, LAWNS,
BATISTES, &C., &C., &C.
BEAUTIFUL SPRING PRINTS.
STAPLE NOTIONS for men women & children.

C L O T H S Sc
C A S S IM E R E S i
For Men and Boys in many styles.
T T
A r - l - K —i
—L J — A— -1-. k IJ

In all the Latest
Styles.

Dado Window Shades in the latest colors.
Wall Paper. Floor and Table Oilcloths.
WOOD and WILLOW WARE, QUEENSWARE.

BOOTS and SHOES!
For Gents’, Ladies’ and Children’s wear.

FRESH COWS

VERT IMPORTANT

Can be found the latest and most improved
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, including

Hench’s Patent Cultivator,
and DOUBLE ROW CORN PLANTER with
phosphate attachment—a machine that has given'
perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call and see
it or send for descriptive circular. Also the
Champion Mowers, Reapers and Cord Binders,
greatly improved, the most perfect and lightest
machine. Also all improved plows, horse rakes,
and all the improved Farming Implements used.
All machinery sold at lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
4-29
Collegeville, Pa.

MAMBRINO HASSON.
PEDIGREE. Mambrino Hasson was sired by
Relf’s Mambrino Pilot, he by Mambrino Chief,
he by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino,he
by Imported Messenger. Mambrino Pilots Dam
by Alexander’s Pilot, Jr., Dam of Mambrino
Hasson, by Hasson, of Salem, Ohio; he by Im
ported Imum, (an Arabian horse presented to •
President Van Buren by the Emporor of Moroc
co); Dam df Hosson was by Utility,he by American Eclipse.
—MAMBRINO HASSON—
Will make the season fo r'1886* at
the stable of his owner,
__ A t W

a s h in g t o n

Sq u a r e , P a .,

At Fifty Dollars a Mare. Mare6 not proving
with foal can be returned the next season free of
After a week’s vacation, necessary to
charge. Mambrino Hasson took the first premium
Will be sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY,
at the Pennsylvania Agricultural State fair, at
make repairs the Hat factory went into JULY
31, ’86, at Smoyer’s Hotel Trappe, 35
Philadelphia, 1885, for the finest bred trotting
operation again with a liberal lot of
Head of Fresh Cows, from Ohio. This is
stallion ; he also won the 2:30 race at the Potts
orders on hand.
the finest lot of cows I have handled in a
town Fair, making a record of 2.31 ; he has
year’s time; they are extra heavy, well propor
shown trials in 2:25.
JOS. C. BEYER,
Elias Hunsicker & Son were in town tioned. fine baggers and good milkers. Also 3 Oils and Paints. In fact everything that you 4-8
Norristown, P. O., Pa.
Stock
Bulls.
Come
and
judge
for
yourselves.
on Saturday and talked a hole through Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
will find in a well stocked country store.
Yours Respectfully,
the place and lined it with insurance J.G.Fettcrolf,auct.
J. S. FREDERICK.
THOMAS LOWNES,

facts and fancies. Our citizens survived
•the attack and pronounce E. H. & S., p U B L IC SALE OF
full fledged insurance agents.
S lack :

FRESH COWS.

CH O ICE

Beaver & S M len b erg er
T R A P P E , P A .

the Perkiomen.
Garret Kohl Sr., lost available horse
last week. The horse had' just been
unhitched when he shied at a covered
wagon standing in the yard and ran
down an embankment and against a
barb wire fence which caught and threw
him somersault into the creek, scraping
the flesh clean from the bone of one of
the forelegs. The animal was so badly
injured that it had to be killed. Barbed
wire fences are very dangerous and
should not be built unless a heavy rail
be placed above the top wire so as to
be noticed by horses and cattle.

We are prepared to do painting, light and heavy
work.

B L A C K SM IT H IN G ,
in all its branches.
No pains spared to give
satisfaction. Give us a call.

F r u it J a r s

USTATE NOTICE !
Estate of Garret Stauffer, late of Perkiomen
township, deceased. Letters of Administration
on the above Estate having been granted to the
undersigned all persons indebted to said Estate
are requested to make immediate payment, and
those having legal claims to present the same
without delay to
JOHN G. STAUFFER, Administrator,
Jy.29-6t
Ironbridge, P. O., Pa.

gST A T E N O TICE!

Estate of Aaron I I . Frantz, late of Skippack
township, Montgomery county,deceased. Letters
testamentary on the above Estate having been
to the undersigned, all persons indebted
Doc. Spear who has been on the sick granted
to said Estate are requested to make immediate
list for quite a while with inflammatory payment, and those having legal claims to pre
rheumatism is slowly recuperating, be sent the same without delay to
WANNER, Executor,
ing able to drive out occasionally to at Or his Attorney, ISAACP.O.Ad.,
Collegeville, Pa.
tend a few bad cases of horse sickness E .L .H a l l m a n ,P .O . Ad.,Norristown,Pa. 5 13-6t

FruitJars !
| pints, quarts, 1*2 gal. &c. |
We have porcelain lined top; glass top;
and we have what they call the lightning
| jars—three kinds.
Tumblers for jellies* the regular jelly
cups, with tops (with tops)—in abun
dance . Remember this.
Porcelain lined boilers for stewing
fruits and for preparing fruits tor cann
ing. They are better and much cheaper
| than the old copper boilers.

demanding his immediate attention.

Joel C. Freed is at present working
with his brother in the machine shop at
Royersford, Mr. Freed intends1 remov
ing with his family to that place the
coming fall.

--------T H E --------

LATEST NOVELTIES

Isaac Kulp is doing a fair and square
— AT -THE—
business with every one. He com
mands a good custom and makes it iiis
earnest endeavor to sell to all as cheap
as possible goods that will give satis I take this method to inform my patrons and the
faction.
ladies in general, that my stock of

Collegeville Millinery.

During the thunder shower Monday
afternoon last the house of Michael
Freed was struck by lightnirig. The
electric bolt struck the roof, tearing off
a number of slate and passing along
the rafter and then down outside the
house, causing slight damage. No one
was injured.
With these few jottings I will close
hoping they may find a place in your
good local newspaper, the P rovidence
I ndependent .

v

-L

I no.

pU B LIC SALE OF

CARRIAGES !
Will be sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY,
JULY 31, ’86, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, a fine
lot of Carriages built by G. W. Beihl, of 31
South 5th St. Reading, consisting of jump-seat
Phaetons, Eliptic and Brewster spring Buggies;
also a Second-hand two horse Germantown
Carriage in good repair.and a buck wagon with
top. These carriages are constructed and finish
ed with the best materials and warranted to be
as represented. Also a few sets of Harness made
by H. G. Prizer, of Madison, Chester county.
Sale at 3 o’clock p. m. Ninety days credit.
B. DAVIS MILLER,
L.H.Ingram,auct. *
Vincent, Ches. Co., Pa.

• ^ M illin e ry Goods
is ample in variety and quality. An early and
careful inspection is solicited.
In addition to the millinery business I am pre
pared to teach Art Work and execute the same
to*order with promptness.

If you want a pump we can sell you
one as cheap as anybody else.
For Builders: Fresh stock of Cement,
Calcine plaster, &c., on hand.
We are offering a special bargain in

Men’s F ie Sioes
laced or congress—for $2.00; usual price
$2.50. They ought to go off our hands I
iike hot cakes. We think they will.

G. F. Hunsicker,
RAHNS STATION, PA.

FLO R A L A C H M A N ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ESTABLISHED 1857.

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
B A N K E R S ,
Norristown, Pa.

3 Per C ent.
In terest Paid on Deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice.

MONEY TO LOAN.

STOCKS

and BONDS

BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates.

W agon: and: Carriage: Builders,
RAHN STATION, PA.

FROM GRATERS FORD.

Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY,
AUGUST 5, ’86 at ReifFs Hotel, Rahn Station,
E ditor I n d e pen d en t :— As you are 20 Head of Fresh Cows, and Springers. This
getting weekly notes, from our enter stock was very carefully selected in Lebanon
to suit the wants of farmers of this sec
prising sister village, Ironbridge, I county
tion. Fine baggers and big milkers. Sale at 2
think it not out of place to give a few o’clock. Conditions by
HENRY BERNTHEISLER.
brief notes concerning this beautiful
I.H. Johnson,clerk.
little village, situated in the valley of L.H.Ingram.auct.

& W. H. DAVIS.

1

JJA RTRA N FT HOUSE,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
P. K. G a b l e , Proprietor.

II. P. B e e b e k , Clerk.

Boarding at Reasonable rates.
Free Omnibus Meets ail Trains at Bridgeport.
Finest Hotel Stabling in the County
and Good Hostlers.

FIRE!

FIRE!

NOTICE.—The members of the Perkiomen
Valley Mutual Fire and Storm Insurance Com
pany of Montgomery county, are hereby notified,
that on account of recent fire and storm losses,
aggregating about eleven thousand three hun
dred dollars, a contribution of one dollar and
fifty cents on each one thousand dollars for which
they are insured, was levied May 3rd, 1886; and
that they are requested to pay said tax within
forty days from that time to the same persons
who have heretofore received the same, or to
the Secretary at his office at Trappe, Pa.
Extract from, Charter :—“ And if any member
of the company shall refuse or neglect to pay his
or her assessment within forty days after the
publication of the same, twenty per cent, of the
assessment will be added thereto, and if payment
be delayed for fifty days longer, then his, her or
their policy shall become suspended until pay
ment is made.”
Trappe,May 8,’86.
H. W. KRATZ,
5,13-61.
Secretary.

OTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
In pursuance of an act of Assembly ap
proved March 17th, 1868, and supplementary
acts thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery
county will meet the tax-payers of said county,
at the following named times and places, for the
purpose of receiving the State and County Taxes
for the year 1886, assessed in their respective
districts, viz :
Township of Franconia, at the public house of
Gideon N. Nice, on Thursday, July 29th, from
9 to 3.
Township of Hatfield, at the public house of
James Carver, on Friday, July 30th, from 10 to 3.
Township, of Towamencin, at the public house
of A. S. Bickel, on Saturday, July 31st, from
10 to 3
Borough of Hatboro, at the public house of
John B. Jones, on Tuesday, August 3d, from 10
to 3.
Township of Moreland, Lower, at the public
house of Frederick Miller, on Wednesday, Au
gust 4, from 8 to 12.
Township of Moreland, Upper, at the public
house of John C. Hobensack, on Wednesday,
August 4th, from 1 to 4.
Township of Abington, at the public house of
Charles Cottman, on Thursday, August 5tli,
from 9 to 3.
Borough of Jenkintown, at the public house
of J . F. Cottman, on Friday, August 6th, from
10 to 3.
Township of Cheltenham, at the public house
of Benj. C. DuBree, on Monday, August 9th,
from 8 to 3.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before the 15th day of September, 1886, will bo
given into the hands of a collector, when 5 per
cent, will be added for collection, as per Act of
Assembly.
HENRY A. COLE,
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, (
Norristown; May 1,1886. $

gST A T E NOTICE!

Estate of Mark Brownback, late of Upper
Providence township, Montgomery County, de
ceased. Letters of Administration on the above
Estate having been granted to the undersigned;
jJ|RS. S. L. PUGH.
all persons indebted to said Estate are requested
to
make immediate payment, and those having
TRAPPE, PA.,
legal claims, to present the same without delay
JOHN ASHENFELTER,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making to
6-10-6t
P. O. Address, Yerlces,
&c,

J

W. ROYER, M. D y

E LMER E. COE WAY.

Practising Physician,

Department of Agriculture.

BOO T
I and SHOEMAKER

HOW SUGAR IS MADE.
.
The
process of “sugar making” in
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed.
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done its essentials is a simple enough matter
Hall.
neatly and promptly.
may-7-lyr.
of cookery. The first care of the pro
M Y. W EBER, M. D.,
ducer is to get all the sugar possible
CUNDAY PAPERS.
out of the cane or grass or root, either
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will by squeezing out the juce or washiug
Practising Physician,
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe, out the sugar; the sugar maple saves
E V A N SB U B G , PA
every Sunday morning,
the sugar marker this trouble, deliver
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m. Branch
HENRY YOST,
Office :—RAHN STATION; Office Hours ¡—from
ing the sap ready for the boiler.
The
News Agent,
Collegeville.
1 to 6 p. m.
jtiice is then cleared of its impurities,
as coffee is cleared by the white of an
J H. HAMER, M. D.
T W. SHOEMAKER,
egg,
or water is filtered through char
(SUCCESSOR TO N. P. SNYDER,)
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
coal; it is then boiled, to evaporate as
much of the water as possible, and
Office Hours , { Till 9 a m. 12 to 2 p. m.
S
After 6 p. m.
crystalize the solid sugar; it is then
&3F“Special attention given to diseases of the
cooled, and the molasses drained off,
eye aud ear.
GRATER'S FORD, PA.
leaving the soft dark sugars, in which
each crystal has its thin coating of mo
Harness
in
stock
and
made
to
order,
of
the
be6t
D R . B. F. PLACE,
material, at short notice. Full stock of all kinds
of horse goods. Give me a call.
3-25-3m lasses, or drained by a centrifugal ma
chine, as clothes are dried in the whirl
!
T
D E N T I S T
ing drier, whence the water flies out,
u H. YELLIS,
86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)
or further clarified and left to erystalNORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE
GRATER’S FORD, PA.,
ize in white loaves which are sawed or
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
Has just opened a business place at Grater’s crushed or ground or powdered into
SST* Prices greatly reduced*
Ford where he will keep on hand at all
times a full stock of
the several varieties of fine white sugar.
S. BORNEMAN, D. D. S.,
SASH,
Most of these earlier processes are per
( dr . of dental surgery )
DOORS,
formed on tlie plantations, blit in many
Formerly of Bo}rertown, now at
BLINDS,
403 M a r sh a l l S t .,C o r n e r A s t o r , /m p§§i§|i§L
cases
they' are repeated and the sugar
SHUTTERS,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
carried
through the final process in the
MOULDINGS.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of pure
nitrous oxide gas, ether, <fec.; also by applying Of all kinds, Frames and all kinds of Building great refineries. “ Refining” is, in fact,
the new local anaesthetic, cocaine, which is mere Materials in his line. Goods delivered on short
ly brought in contact with the gum, the patient notice. I solicit an examination of my goods and little more than a finer repetition of the
being perfectly sensible, teeth are extracted with prices before purchasing elsewhere. Scroll work process of “ making,” and to do these
out pain. Artificial sets from $5 to 88—the very of every description, promptly done." 8-25-lyr
simple things on a great scale and in
best. Filling teeth a speciality. English and
German spoken.
4-22-6m.
the best way is the sole purpose of
VAST IMPROVEMENT IN
those enormous beehives of industry.
P G. HOBSON,
The sugar-marker's first aim is to get
Two Bibles in one volume hereafter for the from the cane as much of its percentage
price of one. Just isssued, our new and magnifi
A tto r n e v -a t-L a w ,
cent paralell contrasted columns, old and new of juice as it can be induced to give up.
Cor .M A IN and SW EDE Streets, Norristown, Pa revised versions Family Bible. The most gor The juice is inclosed in little cells of
Can be seen every evening at his residence! n. geous and superbly illustrated and illuminated
edition ever published on the globe. Low prices; lignose or woody fiber, which make the
Freeland.
genuine, durable bindings. Liberal terms to other tenth of the cane’s weight. There
AGENTS WANTED. Write and state clearly
intentions and wishes. Great new departure for are three ways of extracting the juice
M. BROWNBAeK,
Bible agents who have exhausted their fields on
H
old style editions. Act quickly, and get ahead —by crushing, by soaking out the su
of all others this year.
gar by the process of “diffusion,” or by
SCAMMEL & COMPANY,
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Box 7001 PHILADELPHIA, PA. a combination of crushing and of mac
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
eration in water. Crushing or grind
Jun.25-lyr.
ing the cane is a process in use from
the earliest times, as is seen in the
AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
primitive sugar mills of the East,which
consist of the hollowed stump of a tree
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
within which is a grinding postal work
B la c k ston b B u il d in g , N o. 727. W a l n u t S t .,
ed by oxen treading their round,driven
PHILADELPHIA.
from the arm of the bar by one man
Second Floor, Room 15.
J.H
.C
.
B
R
A
D
FO
R
D
,
Prop’r.
while
another feeds in pieces of cane
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
C o llegeville , Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.
one by one, and takes out the crushed
remains. A mill almost as primitive is
P. FETTEROLF,
still in use in Arkansas.
The sugar-house on a great planta
Justice of the Peace
tion is a large high building, in the
centre of the farm, to which roads or
&c., of any design desired promptly fur
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
nished at the lowest possible prices con
tramways lead from all directions. As
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. sistent with good worKmanship. All de
signs executed in the best manner. Estimates a load of cane comes up, it is fed upon
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
for all Kinds of worK pertaining to the business
cheerfully given.
febl8tf. an endless belt or railway, which carries
M. S. ESSICK,
it up slowly to the crushing-mill, an
w
affair of simple construction but of
JU S T IC E of the P E A C E !
enormous power. The crushers are
MAIN STREET, ROYERSFORD, PA.
great rollers of cast-iron, in pairs x>r
Broker in Insurance and Real Estate. Money
triplets, sometimes one set, sometimes
Wanted for loans on first mortgage. Brief of
more, working at a pressure of from
title furnished in all cases. Correspondence so
licited.
606
fifty to eighty pounds to the square
inch, and so arranged as to give slightly
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
Of superior quality, manufactured from the best before any extraordinay strain. There
wheat by Improved Facilities, at the
are all sorts of opinions as to whether
0 4 mile north of Trappe.)
it is better to crush rapidly or slowly
Surveyor and Conveyancer
and to crush once only or to repeat the
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
operation with increasing pressures
Nov8-0m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices. The juice flows from the crushers in
one direction; the residual cane, now
Always on hand a full Stòck of
J P. KOONS,
known as “ begass,” is carried off in
CORN,
another
by an endless belt, to be used
OATS,
P ra ctica l S la ter !
either for dressing for the cane fields or
BRAN,
B A R N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
MIDDLINGS,
as fuel in the heating processes which
RYE BRAN,
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
the juice is next to undergo.
One of
&c., &e. &e.
King, and Oma—M
‘
Sjggj
ging,
Ornamental Slates.
Send “for estima
the
greatest
improvements
in
modern
te
tes, and prices.
m ~ L O W E S T CASH PRICES.
sugar-making has been the develop
£ E W IS WISMER,
ment of furnaces which get most of
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
their fuel from the begass.
TBAPPE, PA,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ffaattiasteer*

N

FAMILY

BIBLES.

COLLEGEVILLE

MARBLE YARD !

TOMBSTONES
MONUMENTS»

to the tarry liquid used for disinfecting
sewers and drains. I have also known
tallow to be successfully used as a cure
for gapes; onc*day I noticed a flock of
eleven pure bred Leghorn chickens
very bad with this disease. I remark
ed to the man who had them in charge
that he would not have many chickens
out.of that lot.
“ Oh ! never mind,’
said he, “ I have got a cure for them
from a neighbor woman, which is a tal
low candle melted and mixed into about
a quart of oatmeal.” The remedy was
resorted to and the Leghorns have
every one recoverd and grown into
finely developed chickens. Tallow may
answer as well, but I believe carbolic
acid to be the most speedy and effiea
cious remedy’.
FAILINGS IN DAIRYING.
The following summary by Prof.
Long, of failings in British dairying
is equally applicable to this country
Let me conclude by making some
complaints, all of which, are, I believe1
justified by the present state of dairy
farming.
1. That we lake three acres upon
which to keep a dairy cow.
2. That we feed to waste ftfr want of
accurate knowledge of the best methods
of making and preparing foods.
3. We can not absolutely trust our
men to carry o-ut in its entirety a care
ful system of feeding and management
—they frequently smoke in the cow
house, and invariably dip their fingers
in the milk.
4. We do not fully understand the
managemeut of milk, the science of
making and preserving butter and
cheese, and other edibles prepared from
milk.
5. Many of our dairies average not
more than 500 gallons of milk a year,
although we have cattle in the country
able to yield 1,000 gallons.
6. We are seldom able to obtain
much more than 150 pounds of butter
in a year, although we have cows in
England which yield 300 pounds.
Î. We consider 4 cwt. of cheese
(480 lbs.) a good average, although we
have cows which will produce 1,000 lbs.
8. We have yet to discover .(among
other things) why two animals fed upon
the same ration and kept under similar
circumstances differ in their yields of
milk, and to ascertain whether some
cows are mere manure makers or pick
pockets.

Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

jgDWARD DAYID,

PAINTER and PAPKRhHAKQKR,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

J. H . L A N D E S .
COLLEGEVILLE

BAKEEY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.,

MUEL P. SHANTZ.

SA

C arp en ter and Builder.

EVERY MORNING.

RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

T G. T. MILLER.

V•

CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan.l,'85,tf.

J.

W. GOTWALS.

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

QAM JOHEQ
U I E I R I M I O 2 n TU
In the Principal Cities, with history of His Life ;
and Sermons by Sam Small, his Co-laborer.

Only Illu strated

Edition.

Most remarkable and intensely interesting and
PAINTER GRAINES,&PAPER HANGER, amusing engravings ever seen in a book.
ONLY FULL AND AUTHENTIC EDITION
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
The first complete reports ever printed. Great
book sensation of the day. Tremendous demand.
All orders promptly executed.
No book ever before like it. AGENTS WANT
apr-16-tf ED. Popular low-down prices. Write for terms;
or,to secure agency quick. send75cts. in stamps
for full outfit.
STANDARD BOOK CO.,
rjHIE POPULAR
612 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DININGROOMS,

JO SEPH ST O N E ,

Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
CARPET WEAVER
I I a R R Y R . L O N G , P ro p rie to r,
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
(Formerly Beard House.)
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest aud
best in town, done up in every style. Remember
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
the place and favor it with your patronage when Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
In town.
sale at reasonable prices.

THE “ GAPES” IN CHICKENS.
Gapes in chickens, yes in turkeys,
pigeons, or other domestic birds—
what is it, or what are the)’ ? Well, no
more than this, which is plenty enough,
a mass of live worms rolled up in balls
or attached to the mucus bembrane
lining the air passage of the infected
bird or fowl. These exclude the pas
sage of sufficient air to the lungs to
keep up respiration; hence the bird or
fowl gapes for breath, as it is literally
being smothered to death.
Now, this
being the nature of the complaint, what
is to be done? The aim of all treat
ments is, that it shall be addressed to
the getting rid of the parasites, either
living or dead.
I have found no diffi
culty in curing this vexatious and fatal
disease by the means of carbolic acid.
So potent are the fumes of this power
ful remedy, and so destructive are they
to parasitic life, that their inhalation
for even a few moments seems perfectly
effectual in destroying the life of the
worm. It is not even necessary to em
ploy any special apparatus; a few
drops of carbolic acid may be placed
in a spoon and held over the flame of a
candle or lamp until the vapor is seen
to rise, when the head of a young tur
key or chicken (bold in the other hand)
may be placed in the vapor,.which the
bird is forced to inhale. Care must be
taken not to carry on the process until
the fowl as well as the worms are killed.
I find after exposure to the fumes for a
few second the bird may be regarded
as cured, and may be seen running
about quite well on the following day ;
if not,the treatment should be repeated.
The medical carbolic acid is preferable
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Parties who want a convenient
and ample water supply should ad
dress TH ERO BERTS MACHINE
COMPANY, Collegeville, Pa.
Having had years of experience
in erecting the celebrated PER K 
INS WINDMILL, and inasmuch as
we have just received the sole agen
cy for these Windmills in the coun
ties of Montgomery, Chester, Berks,
and Bucks, with our largely in
creased facilities to do satisfactory
work we are fully prepared to con
tract for the erecting of these Mills
and to do Plumbing in every branch.
We keep in stock a variety of the
best Hand Pumps. We also manu
facture Cedar Tanks of any size.
Our celebrated One and Two Horse
Powers, and DW ARF THRESHERS and SEPARATORS and our
Clipper Fodder Cutters with Grind
ers are doing excellent work and
are Unsurpassed anywhere. We are
prepared to furnish Pulleys, Hang-

IntproYement lu Tlireshers and Cleaners
It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crashers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.
WE KEEP. A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS
OF FARM MACHINENY.
Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and eastings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of alt
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

H E E B N E R Sc S O N S ,
Lansdale, Montgomery Count)', Penna.

Grristock & Vanderslice,
COLLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Dealers

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Remlock
ers, Shafting and General Mill Work.

Erect ENGINES and BOILERS and in

LUM BER,

fact to do general steam work-.

A g ricu ltu ra l and H arvestin g M a ch in ery ,
of various kinds for sale. We will give information in regard to water supplies
generally, and are prepared to bore Artesian Wells to any depth necessary.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS,

CEDAR A ND

Repairing in all its branches Promptly Attended to

C H E ST N U T

RAILS.

L e h i g h and Schuyl ki l l

BY COMPETENT WORKMEN.

0

Our Facilities for Executing-

J O B

W O R K
CO A L.

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I n d e p e n d e n t office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

-

C O A L.

I F L O T T I R ,,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—

ADVERTISE

I E D

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

MARBLE WORKS!

E P E E D

E E T ”^

-The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e 
p e n d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. I t is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
.
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e p e n d e n t
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous peonle
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertist.

Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in"
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

Yerkes Station Mills.

I
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H A V E YOU SE E N

C ollegeville, P a .

—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

-R O L L E R

Practical Slater

The R oberts M achine Company,

BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC

| ^ S U B S C B I B E FOB TH E

I I s T I D E F E n s r n D E I s r T , 77

B O T T O M P R IC E S .
The flour m anuf actured at the Col
legeville Boiler Mills is disposed o f
as fa st as the Boilers, running con
stantly, can produce it. Ha ving a
limited amount o f room to store feed
I must dispose o f it as fa st as it
accumulates. Consequently, by way
o f offering extra inducements, I am
selling B B A N , M ID D LING S,and
all kinds o f Feed at B O T T O M
P B IC E S. Call and see fo r your
self and get figures. It will cer
tainly be to your interest to do so.
E. PA 1ST.

—81.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom aud says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e p e n d e n t
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.

FARMERS!

FULL STOCK OF

I desire to bring to the attention of Farmers, L.
L. CROCKER'S AMMONIATED BONE

READY MADE

D. Theo. E uckw alter.
June8-ly.

THE ONLY STEAM

NOW IN USE IN TOE STATE. .
—THE—

H A R N ESS! EUREKA
Of the best material and manufacture, at

which stands high in commercial value ; is not in
jurious to plant germs, and is equal to any in the
market in ammonia,blood and bone phosphate. It
is one of the best phosphates now used. I also
recommend the ROSE BONE PHOS PITATE,com
posed of Y guano, the balance dissolved bone
and potash. It has given complete satisfaction
on all crops. Price: 829.50 delivered In addition
to these I will sell a valuable fertilizer, imported
from South America, a Superior

DetwilerXUpper

BEST WISHER Ii H e W ORLD!

All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
which will analyze 5 to 7 per cent, in ammonia— figures.
three grades, from 836 to 845 per ton. For fur
ther particulars call on or address,
WHIPS,

TO P -0 0 VEBS,
1M POBTED C O LLABS.

IE1- DP. FARI3STGER,
mar .4

IRONBRIDGE, PA.

W m . J. THOMPSON,

Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.

John G. E etw iler.

-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST-

BEEF.=
VEAL,=

=M U TT0N ,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity oh Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

WASHER!
with Boiler Attached is the

N atural C u a n o !

K4X

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e k p k is e W o r k s . Cali and
see me, and get prices, My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“ Low price» and fair dealings
RESPECTFULL T,

C O L L E G E Y IL L E

With the boiler attachment the clothes are wash
ed and boiled at the same time. The water
is boiled and kept boiling while washing,
with one-eighth part of the fuel, and
in less than one-half the time
that is required to heat in
the usual way. It is pro
nounced by all per_ sons who have
seen it to be
THE B E ST MACHINE E V E R INVENTED.
A Machine that will really save time, labor and
clothes, works easily and is durable is bound to
become popular. No family can afford to be
without the Eureka Washer. Call on or addresa

A . L. A sh en felte r,
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R
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O
V
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C
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ontg., G
o.. PaManufacturer and Sole Proprietor of Montg.,Co.
Good reliable agents wanted.
Sep.l7-tl
ESTABLISHED 1857.

J. M. A lbertson & Sons.,
13
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ORKS

Special Bai gains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Timpkin Side-Bar

TST Y
F
LE R S ,
N orristow n, Pa.

3 Per C ent.
In te re st Paid on Deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice.

M ONEY T O LOAN.
Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa

STOCKS

and

BONDS

BO U G H T A ND SOLD.
Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates.

